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ABSTRACT
A new thermoplastic viewer, the "optical discriminator, " is com-
pared with standard viewers (for example, a knife-edge schlieren
system, a dark-field microscope, and a first-order filter) and also
to a general class of optical systems to which these viewers belong.
Both spatial filters (which employ coherent light, i. e., from a mono-
chromatic point source) and schlieren systems (which employ par-
tially coherent light, i. e., from an incoherent source extended in a
transverse plane and/or extended in spectrum) are considered. The
recorded thermoplastic (or photoplastic) film contains a relief image
in the form of a modulated sinusoidal carrier whose amplitude rep-
resents the continuous-tone image of interest. The optical discrim-
inator can be designed to provide a linear signal transfer character-
istic (functional dependence of output light intensity on squared am-
plitude of the recorded carrier) over any prespecified signal-
amplitude range.
Comparisons between viewers primarily concern their susceptibilities
to noise of three types: recorded background noise, dust, and wedg-
ing. Other comparisons are made on the basis of shape of the signal
transfer characteristic, efficiency of source-power utilization,
amounts of unwanted fine structure produced in the signal response,
and relative exposure required for recording. For viewers providing
"quasi-linear" transfer characteristics (having possible departure
from linearity for large signals), such as the discriminator and the
first-order filter, dynamic range above background PB and dynamic
range above dust PD are defined. For fixed background noise level,
the discriminator can achieve larger PB than can the first-order fil-
ter since the latter is applicable only to small-amplitude recording
while the former is not. However if the recorded signal and back-
ground noise have a fixed ratio (as would likely occur if recording and
developing conditions were varied for a fixed exposure), then the
first-order filter has maximum dynamic range PB of any spatial-
filter viewer with quasi-linear characteristic.
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The objective of this study is the analysis, evaluation, and com-
parison of optical methods for viewing modulated-carrier relief im-
ages in thermoplastic recordings. Images of the type considered con-
sist of a non-negative continuous-tone signal represented as the am-
plitude of a spatial carrier wave; the carrier is a sinusoidal thickness
variation in the thermoplastic material. The optical viewer is to re-
produce the signal as a light intensity pattern determined by carrier
amplitude and uninfluenced by possible phase deviations, the pattern
being presented in a form suitable for viewing by eye.
B. SCOPE OF STUDY
The input signal is a relief image
T = - cos(Woxl + 0) = Ree e j1)
where
a(x 1 ,x 2 ) a(x ,x 2 ) e z)
is the complex modulation of the spatial carrier in terms of the
squared amplitude modulation a and phase modulation e, wo is the
carrier frequency in radians per unit distance, and xl, x 2 are rec-
tangular coordinates of the thermoplastic film. The spectrum of a
is limited to within a circle in the frequency plane of radius about
zero frequency, where 3 is a number between 1 and oo. No assump-
tion about the physical origin of the relief image is made.
The desired output is a light intensity pattern I = I(x 1 , x2 ) that
is a function of a; that is
I = IT(a), for 0 < a < ima x
-2-
where IT is called the signal transfer characteristic. This desired
output may not in general be realized both because of the occurrence
of unwanted components in the signal response and because of the
presence of unwanted disturbances on the input film. Three types of
disturbance are considered: dust, background noise, and wedging.
The class of optical systems considered is illustrated in Fig. 1. 1.
The light source is in the focal plane of lens L 1 , and the transform
plane is the focal plane of lens L 2 . The output plane is located at the
image of the input plane with respect to lenses L 1 and L 2. The
source may be either a monochromatic point source or an incoherent
source extended in a transverse plane and/or extended in spectrum.
The transform-plane mask may be arbitrary. Used for the light model
is the complex-scalar "optical disturbance" theory. A thin trans-
parency, or two-dimensional model of the thermoplastic film is em-
ployed. Finally, the index of refraction of the input film is assumed
to be independent of light wavelength.
Five criteria of viewer evaluation are considered: (1) efficiency
in utilization of viewer source power, (2) relative exposure required
during recording, as measured by amax' (3) shape of the signal
transfer characteristic, to the extent of requiring that it be monotonic,
(4) noise responses (a measure of the background light output, a
measure of the impulsive dust output, and in the case of spatial filters
having linear or almost linear transfer characteristics, two measures
of dynamic range above background light and above dust), (5) unwanted
fine structure, to the extent of determining the condition which guar-
antees that the unwanted fine structure is spectrally disjoint from the
desired output.
C. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Thermoplastic viewers are separated into two classes, spatial
filters (which employ monochromatic point sources), and schlieren
systems (which employ incoherent sources).
-3-
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Fig. 1.1 Assumed General Form of Optical Viewer
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For spatial filters, it is found that the "conjugacy condition,"
H(-wl, -°2)= e j H*(w, °w2 ), for all w0 0W2 [where H(1, w2 ) is the
complex transmittance of the transform-plane mask at a point corre-
sponding to the (two-dimensional) spatial radian frequency (l1, w2 ),
and 5 is an arbitrary phase angle for any one filter] is an easily
satisfied design condition which insures that there is no single-
frequency component in the unwanted output fine structure. The sig-
nal transfer characteristic of a spatial filter is derived:
IT(a) I L H(io, O)j Ji(27rAnJnv/X)
i= -00
where Ji is the ith-order Bessel function, k is the light wavelength,
and An is the difference between the indices of refraction of the input
film and its surrounding medium. Any function IT which satisfies
this equation for some combination of values I H(i o0, 0) 12 < 1 is called
an admissable transfer characteristic. It is found that for any admis-
sable transfer characteristic, a spatial-filter viewer can be designed
to realize that characteristic for all modulated-carrier signals within
the stated spectral constraint on a, provided P is large enough
(narrow-band recording) that the spectral orders of the input-film
transmittance, t(X, x 2 ), do not overlap. The design procedure is to
make H constant at the value H(iwo, 0) over the ith spectral order,
for all i. Such a viewer is called a "separable filter". Procedures
are presented for determining when the spectral orders do and do not
overlap. For example, when M>> 1 (where M is the phase-modula-
tion index, defined by M = 2wAnv/ar/X), the spectral orders are
2 ~max
disjoint whenever p > 2 M. A new type of spatial-filter viewer, the
"optical discriminator, " is found which provides a linear transfer
characteristic over any prespecified range 0 < a < amax. The dis- x
criminator is applicable to cases in which the spectral orders of
-5-
t(x 1 ,x 2 ) do overlap. Dynamic range above dust and dynamic range
above background are defined for viewers having "quasi-linear charac-
teristics" (IT linear except for possible deviation from linearity near
Cmax). The discriminator and the first-order filter [a separable fil-
ter which passes only the first spectral order of t(xl,x 2 )] are two
spatial filters in this class. It is found that the first-order filter has
maximum dynamic range above background among all spatial filters
having quasi-linear characteristics when "gain" is controllable;
"gain" refers to variations of signal and noise levels simultaneously
as produced by changes in recording and/or developing conditions.
A simple expression for the signal transfer characteristic of
any schlieren viewer employing narrow-band or "quasi-monochromatic"
light is developed. The form of the expression is the same as the
above expression for spatial-filter characteristics, except that
| H(io, 0°) z is replaced by
00 o0
j f I H(iw + w 1 , (12)1 2 (w L 2)dwldoz
-o0 -o0
where C is the source distribution. The class of admissable transfer
characteristics of these schlieren viewers is the same as the class of
admissable spatial-filter characteristics. For low-index recordings
(M<< 1), the standard bar schlieren system is found to be signifi-
cantly more suitable as a viewer of modulated-carrier recordings
than other general-purpose schlieren systems using quasi-monochro-
matic light: a knif e-edge schlieren system, a central dark-ground
schlieren system, and a dark-field microscope. Even the bar schlie-
ren system, however, has drastically inferior dynamic range when
compared to the first-order filter. For example, the dynamic range
above dust for any low-index schlieren system using quasi-monochro-
matic light is less than that for the first-order filter by a factor equal
(approximately) to the ratio of the transform-plane-mask-aperture
-6-
areas of the two viewers compared. In the study of a partially co-
herent generalization of the first-order filter (generalized in such a
way that the source is extended over a circular area in the source
plane and also over a spectral band between wavelengths
Xmi n and max), an optimal balance between source size and spectrummin max
is found in the sense that, for any fixed total source power, the back-
ground noise response is minimized; The relationship producing
optimal performance is
w x -xcs max min
where X = (hX - k ), and w is the radius r of the source ex-2 max min cs
pressed as a spatial frequency
iCts t Xf- Il r
in terms of the focal length f of the collimating lens. The increase in
background noise is evaluated as a function of source radius when the
optimal balance is satisfied; for example, as source radius increases
from zero to wcs = *= 27(--°), the background noise response doubles.
Cs~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
II. INTRODUCTION TO THERMOPLASTIC RECORDING SYSTEMS
A. THERMOPLASTIC RECORDING
1. Recording Methods
Thermoplastic film is a recording medium similar to photo-
graphic film in its ability to store on its surface a two-dimensional
image. The storage takes the form of variations in thickness of the
transparent thermoplastic material in accordance with the image to
be stored.
There are significant differences among the three methods that
have been used to record thermoplastic imagery. Following are de-
scriptions of these three methods.
The original and conceptually the simplest method of thermo-
plastic recording involves an impressed electric-charge distribution
which, during development, is converted to film thickness varia-
tions. 1 A film, a cross section of which is shown in Fig. 2. la, is
prepared as a thin layer of thermoplastic material on a thin trans-
parent conducting layer which is in turn deposited on a transparent
substrate, such as glass, for mechanical support. A charge dis-
tribution which describes the image to be recorded is provided on the
outer surface of the thermoplastic by a process such as electron-
beam scanning. Then the film is briefly heated during which time the
thermoplastic softens and deforms under the action of Coulomb
forces between the deposited charge and the conducting layer. Thick-
ness variations on the order of one micron are typical. The result-
ing thickness image, under appropriate conditions, is a replica of the
original charge image.
Superscripts refer to numbered items in the bibliography.
**
A variation on this method employs a reflecting conductor, in








(a) Cross-section of Charge-Sensitive Thermoplastic Film
THERMOPLASTIC LAYER
////WITH DIFFUSED
PHOTOCONDUCTORCONDUCTING _ ,,,,,- ,,,,
LAYER 
SUBSTRATE
(b) Cross-section of Light-Sensitive Thermoplatic Film
as used by General Electric and R.C.A.
THERMOPLASTIC
PHOTOCO NDUCTOR
LAYER 4e~ a a A CONDUCTING
LAYER
SUBSTRATE
(c) Cross-section of Light-Sensitive Thermoplastic Film
as used by Xerox
Fig. 2-1
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A second recording method, an extension of the above-described
method, used by General Electric and R. C. A., 3 makes possible the
recording of an incident light image. In this context, the film has
been called "photoplastic" film and "photoconductive thermoplastic"
film. Here the film is prepared, as shown in Fig. 2. lb, upon a sub-
strate and a conducting layer with a photoconducting substance dif-
fused within the thermoplastic layer. Prior to exposure a uniform
electric charge is deposited on the outer surface. Corona discharge
may be used for this purpose. Light exposure causes photoconduc-
tion, which produces variations in the charge density in accordance
with the light image. The resulting charge distribution is then
"developed, " as above, into film-thickness modulation.
A third recording method is a photoplastic technique used by
Xerox. 4 It differs from the second method in having a separate
photoconductor layer which is located between the conducting and
thermoplastic layers. The film cross-section appears in Fig. 2. lc.
The recording sequence begins with the placement of a uniform elec-
tric charge on the outer surface. This induces upon exposure a mi-
gration of opposite polarity charge from the conductor through the
photoconductor to the inside thermoplastic surface. Before the heat-
ing period, a "grounding" operation discharges from the outer sur-
face all but a residual bound-charge distribution equal and opposite
to that on the inner thermoplastic surface. Finally, the charge image
is developed by heating to produce the thickness image.
In spite of the differences in these three recording methods,
resulting recordings are very similar. The present study is intended
to apply to recordings obtained in any of these ways.
2. Thermoplastic Images and Image Modulation
With appropriately chosen preparation, exposure, and develop-
ment parameters, the thermoplastic deformation that occurs during
development can be made approximately proportional to the incident
-10-
exposure image. General Electric, 2 R. C. A., Xerox have all used
the film in this way.
There is an important limitation in this type of recording, a
characteristic which can be expressed in terms of spatial-frequency
content of images. Images having spatial-frequency components at
or near zero frequency cannot be recorded directly on thermoplastic
film since it does not respond at these frequencies. The lack of re-
cording response at zero frequency is due to conservation of film
volume, and the limited response at low frequencies is attributable
to film viscosity during development. The resulting film behavior
may be described as a linear response with a spatial-frequency
weighting.
Examples of imagery which do not require low-frequency re-
sponse and can therefore be recorded directly on thermoplastic film
are: oscilloscope traces, line drawings, and printed English text.
Image modulation can be introduced intentionally to allow a
thermoplastic recording to carry an image having low-frequency con-
tent. A common method of modulating a light image for recording on
,,2, 5thermoplastic film is "screening, where the film is exposed
through a screen, grating, or lenticular mask. Another type of im-
age modulation occurs when an image is provided in raster form; the
raster lines, if separate, constitute the modulation. In another pos-
sible method, a signal scanning over a raster format is modulated in
the time domain. This method is very flexible; it can be made to
produce, for example, a sine-wave carrier modulated in amplitude
and/or phase by the signal to be recorded. Furthermore, the car-
rier can be made to. occur in any direction (relative to the raster).
Useful modulation can be provided for cases in which the raster lines
are separate or merge together.
The mhi dis . .in SetoL
The mechanism is discussed in Section II. C.
A type of image formation significantly different from the linear
recording described is the "frost" process. It has been found by
Xerox4 , 6 that, under certain conditions, the development of a uni-
formly charged film results not in zero response, which would be
predicted by the linear theory, but results instead in a wrinkly sur-
face. Close inspection of the wrinkles indicates that they are ran-
domly oscillatory in character, having an average amplitude which is
dependent on the initial charge level. The spatial-frequency distri-
bution of frost is concentrated in a preferred, "quasi-resonant" band.
The random deformations appear macroscopically as a diffusing or
frosted surface, where the degree of diffusion is determined by the
recording charge level. The most significant difference between the
frost and linear recording conditions is the charge level; for frost
formation the charging level is very much higher.
The occurrence of frost in thermoplastic recording may be de-
scribed as a type of modulation in which the incident image modulates
a random carrier. Accordingly, images having low-frequency con-
tent can be recorded upon the frost carrier much as they can be re-
corded upon a periodic carrier.
It is also possible, and perhaps advantageous, to effect linear
recording upon a "frostable" film. 5 In this case the film is prepared
just as it would be for a frost recording. However, the spatial-
frequency distribution of the image to which the film is exposed falls
within the quasi-resonant band. Linear recording occurs, and the re-
sulting relief image is a replica of the exposure image plus a rela-
tively small amount of frost. Though present information on this sub-
ject is fragmentary, the possible advantage in this recording technique,
over the technique involving no frost, is that of increased sensitivity
to the charge or light exposure. This subject is further discussed in
Sections II. C and IV. D.
The scope of the present study is limited to those cases of relief
imagery in which a continuous-tone image is represented as the
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amplitude of a spatial sine-wave carrier. Although phase deviations
from a pure sine-wave carrier may occur, the recorded image is re-
presented only by the amplitude. In addition to modeling those re-
cording situations in which such a signal arises naturally (as in a
current project of the Radar Research Group of the Electronic Systems
Laboratory at M. I. T. ), the assumed signal format may also be taken
as a model for the results of one-dimensional screening or modulation
by means of a raster.
B. THERMOPLASTIC VIEWERS
Refraction of light passing through the thickness-modulated
material makes possible the viewing of thermoplastic imagery by
means of special optical systems. A schlieren viewer and a dark-
field microscope are two such possible systems, both of which have
been used for thermoplastic readout. These viewers can be usefully
applied to the present situation of interest in which a continuous-tone
image occurs as amplitude modulation of a carrier. Following is a
brief description of the action of these viewers on thermoplastic
imagery.
The principles of operation of a schlieren viewer and a dark-
field microscope are qualitatively identical. Figure 2. 2 illustrates
the basic operation. An incoherent light source of well-defined shape
is used. The source light uniformly illuminates the thermoplastic
transparency. Transfer lens L 2 and the viewing screen are posi-
tioned, as in common projection arrangements, so that the image
plane of the transparency falls on the screen. At an intermediate
position within the system is located an opaque optical stop, positioned
The name derives from the German "die Schlieren" meaning streaks.
Schlieren optical systems were originally used for detecting imper-
fections in glass.
-13-








FILM TO BE (PLANE P)
VIEWED
Fig. 2-2 Basic Operation of a Schlieren Viewer or a
Doark-Field Microscope upon Thermoplastic Imagery
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as follows: In the absence of an input transparency, the source light
is focused to an image by lens L 1. The stop is made to coincide with
this image, with the result that no light reaches the viewing screen.
Introduction of a thermoplastic film into this system causes refractive
bending of light rays in accordance with the thickness image. Some
of the bent rays bypass the opaque stop and are projected by the trans-
fer lens to focus on the screen. Thus zero output light occurs where
there is no thickness modulation, while modulated regions give rise
to a light image which is viewable by eye. The transfer operation re-
lating the film relief image to the output light image depends in a
complicated way on the relief image depth and the shapes of the optical
source and opaque stop, and is treated analytically in subsequent
chapters.
The significant difference between a schlieren viewer and a
dark-field microscope is the shape of the light source and the corres-
ponding opaque stop. Typical for a dark-field microscope is a source
in the shape of an annular ring, and a stop containing a central circu-
lar hole, as shown in Fig. 2. 3. However, many various shapes have
been employed in schlieren systems; a "knife-edge schlieren system"
and a "bar schlieren system" are illustrated in Fig. 2. 3. It is also
true, of course, that the name "dark-field microscope" usually im-
plies high magnification of small objects, while the name "schlieren
viewer" carries no such implication. However, a distinction on the
basis of magnification is unnecessary in the present context where
image processing characteristics of the two instruments are of pri-
mary importance. Whatever magnification is desirable in a given
thermoplastic readout application can presumably be provided with a
viewer of either type.
Another kind of viewer--one which has been used experimen-
tally at M. I. T. Electronic Systems Laboratory and also by Xerox --
is a "first-order filter. " This system is also of the general
-15-
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configuration sketched in Fig. 2. 2. It is specialized in having a
monochromatic point source of light and an extensive opaque stop
which blocks all light except in a small, off-center circular region.
Figure Z. 4 illustrates these features. The resulting operation, under
certain conditions, can be described as linear spatial filtering of the
relief image. The system acts as a band-pass filter adjusted to pass
the spatial-frequency band of the intentionally recorded signal.
"Noise," which may be present as a result of unwanted surface de-
formations, is significantly blocked by the filtering action. A detailed
analysis of this system is given in later chapters.
A new thermoplastic viewer, the "optical discriminator," has
been suggested during the course of this study by mathematical sim-
ilarities between this subject and that of frequency-modulation radio.
The discriminator employs a monochromatic point source of light and
a mask whose transmission varies gradually from clear to opaque as
illustrated in Fig. 2. 4. Analysis and evaluation of the discriminator
are presented in Chapter IV.
The present study is concerned with optical viewers, such as
the five described here, in which an immediate view is presented to
an observer. More specifically, viewers considered have the general
form of Fig. 2. 2 with the source and optical stop in plane P as yet
unspecified, and with the stop possibly replaced by a more general
mask having an arbitrary transmission pattern. Although such sys-
tems do not comprise all possible thermoplastic readout techniques
(electron-beam scanning with subsequent processing in the tinme
domain is a very different possibility), the realm of the present study
includes a large and useful class of systems. Both incoherent and
coherent light-source possibilities are considered.
-17-
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(b) Optical Mask of the (c) Optical Mask of the
First-Order Filter Discriminator
Fig. 2.4 The First-Order Filter and the Optical Discriminator
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C. THERMOPLASTIC IMAGE FORMATION
The evaluation of methods of reading-out or viewing thermo-
plastic imagery will necessarily involve consideration of the peculiar-
ities of the film, particularly its frequency response, and noise
characteristics. This chapter presents a survey of known film
properties.
It should be noted that there appears to be a need for more uni-
fied study of the recording mechanism than is now reported in the
literature. Generally, the reported experimental and theoretical
studies are limited to either frostable or unfrostable conditions but
not both. In this section (a preliminary attempt to unify the available
information on the subject) some interesting new hypotheses arise.
In both charge-sensitive and light-sensitive versions of thermo-
plastic film, development consists of a transformation of a charge
image to a relief image. Following is a description of the basic
mechanism at work in thermoplastic recordings in both frostable and
unfrostable conditions.
Image formation is a result of: (1) Coulomb attraction which
provides "electric driving forces" (2) surface tension which provides
restoring forces, and (3) mutual repulsion of like electric charges on
the surface, providing a force similar to a negative surface tension. 7
During development, when the film is in a liquid state due to heating,
these forces deform the film. Migration of charge (by convection and
in some cases conduction) limits useful development time. Trans-
verse migration results in smoothing of the charge image, and longi-
tudinal migration (through the film) results in charge neutralization.
If heating were extended sufficiently long, in the final equilibrium
state the charge image would be completely neutralized and the film
thickness would be uniform. This procedure, in fact, is the method
used for erasure of recorded images.
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Within a given development time, the magnitude of deformation is
limited by viscous flow of the molten plastic, as determined by vis-
cosity and film thickness.
Several basic properties of recording are evident at this point:
(1) For given development time and temperature, film deformations
increase with increasing charge variations about the average charge
level. (2) For given development time and temperature, film defor-
mations also increase with increases in average charge level. This
is because the greater charge repulsive forces give rise to a reduced
net effective surface tension, and also because the attractive force is
proportional to the square of the charge density. (3) For sufficiently
large average charge level, the net effective surface tension becomes
negative and frost results. That is, even for a uniform applied
charge, the unstable surface conditions will "amplify" small irreg-
ularities in the surface or charge to produce a randomly shaped relief
image.
i. Frequency Characteristics
For consideration of the spatial-frequency dependence of
thermoplastic recording, it will be assumed that the charge distribu-
tion at the onset of development consists of an average value plus a
spatial sine wave. The resulting peak deformation after development
will depend on frequency for a variety of reasons. Low-frequency
response is primarily limited by the limited viscous flow which can
occur during the development time, with the result that the frequency
response drops to zero at zero frequency. Since viscous flow depends
on film thickness as well as viscosity, resulting low-frequency re-
sponse is generally greater for thicker films. High-frequency re-
sponse is primarily limited by surface tension (which by its nature
presents a larger restoring force to higher frequencies) and trans-
verse charge migration (which also has a more detrimental effect at
higher frequencies), with the result that frequency response drops
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toward zero at sufficiently high frequencies. The frequency response
curve presumably has a single hump between these high and low fre-
quency limits.
A quantitative theoretical treatment of frequency response in-
volving the effects of electric mutual repulsion forces, viscous flow,
and charge migration is complicated, even for small deformations.
No such description is attempted in the literature. Probably the most
significant contribution to the theory on this subject is the solution by
7Budd of a related problem in thermoplastic image formation. As
initial conditions Budd assumes a uniform charge and a sinusoidal
surface (as opposed to the sinusoidal charge and uniform surface con-
sidered here) for purposes of identifying frost formation conditions.
In his physical model of the film, Budd includes surface tension,
electric mutual repulsion forces and viscous flow; effects of charge
migration do not enter the discussion. While Budd's results do not
directly answer the present question of frequency response, they are
very helpful in: (1) providing a compact and useful description of
mutual repulsion forces as a negative surface tension which is fre-
quency dependent (a monotonically decreasing function of frequency),
and (2) providing a mathematical problem statement to which the
electric driving force could readily be added.
Evidently development time (and/or temperature) plays an
important role in determining film frequency response. At any one
spatial frequency, development time can be optimized for maximum
deformation. However, this optimum will generally be frequency
dependent; shorter time is required at high frequencies. This is be-
cause viscous forces are more quickly overcome and transverse
charge migration more quickly degrades the charge image at high
frequencies. It follows that an increase in development time will
generally improve low-frequency response and degrade high-frequency
response. It is unfortunate that the role of development is not more
fully treated, either theoretically or experimentally, in the literature.
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An experimental measurement of frequency response by Urbach
has peak response at 120 cycles/mm and a bandwidth of about 75 per-
cent of the central frequency. Urbach does not specifically state film
thickness, average charge level, development time or temperature,
but his context implies that the conditions were suitable for frost for-
mation. If, then, frost is explained as the sensitive film response to
minor irregularities in a nominally uniform applied charge, it follows
that the frequency spectrum of frost will be determined by the film
frequency response function. Thus, for Urbach's sample the frost
will appear as a narrow-band random process, a description which is
in agreement with Urbach's reported observations.
2. Amplitude Characteristics
Within limits the thickness variations are linearly related to the
charge image. Generally, for small variations of the charge image
about its average value and small resulting deformations and slopes,
the driving and restoring forces are linear phenomena. The primary
limitations on linearity are as follows: (1) due to the square-law
dependence of electric attractive force on charge density, linearity
implies a small percentage modulation of the charge image about its
average value, (2) the surface-tension restoring forces become non-
linear with increasing slopes, (3) deformations, large relative to
film thickness, affect the viscous flow of the plastic, making the .vis-
cous forces nonlinear, and (4) deformations large relative to film
thickness result in changes of the charge distribution on the conductor
with progressing deformation, which result in nonlinearity of the
electric driving force.
3. Noise Considerations
Unwanted surface deformations, or "noise, 1 occur as a result
of several mechanisms: (1) quantization noise in the charge image
(since a charge image consists ultimately of discrete electrons rather
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than a continuum of charge); (2) material nonuniformities, partic-
ularly low-frequency thickness variation, or "wedging noise, "'which
occurs when the film is made and (apparently) cannot be completely
removed by preliminary heating; (3) dust on the thermoplastic sur-
face during recording or readout; (4) noise present in the incident
exposure (for example, that due to phosphor grain in the case of a
light image generated by a cathode ray tube); and (in the case of light-
sensitive film) (5) quantization noise in the light image; (6) photo-
conduction noise; and (7) charging nonuniformities.
Frost which occurs in a linear recording on a frostable film, is
not classified here as a source of noise. This is because, according
to the discussion of this chapter, frost results from amplification
(due to negative surface tension) of noise already present, and equal
amplification of signal. This point of view predicts that the sensitivity
(as measured by deformation per unit exposure) is greater and yet the
signal-to-noise ratio is unchanged in a frostable recording from its
unfrostable counterpart--an interesting conclusion which does not
seem to have been tested experimentally.
Quantization noises (1) and (5) above are similar in kind to
photographic noise due to silver-halide grain. All three phenomena
fall in the category of "shot noise" and have a wide and uniform fre-
quency distribution. These quantization noises together with noises
(4), (6), and (7) result in a recorded background noise which is te-m-
pered by the film frequency response, and is therefore "quasi-
resonant" in character. It has been suggested5 that due to significant
superiority in degree of granularity, thermoplastic recording offers
significant improvement in dynamic range over photographic record-
ing. However this expectation has yet to be confirmed either experi-
mentally or in a quantitative theoretical treatment which includes
photoconductor effects and such practical matters as charging uni-
formity and dust.
III. PRINCIPLES OF RELIEF-IMAGE OPTICAL VIEWERS
A. BASIC INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONSHIPS
1. Class of Viewers Considered
Figure 1.1 shows a generalized optical viewer for thermoplastic
imagery, variants of which comprise the class of viewers considered
in this study. The source may be a point source of monochromatic
light, or a two-dimensional, broadband incoherent source, or any-
thing in between. The collimating lens L1, and the transform lens
L 2 are one focal length from the source and transform plane re-
spectively. The transfer lens L 3 is positioned immediately behind
the transform plane, and has a focal length such that the image of
the input plane falls on the output screen (as in common projection
arrangements). Distances between L 1 and the input plane and be-
tween the input plane and L 2 are small relative to the focal lengths
of these lenses. This system is essentially the same as that dis-
cussed in Chapter II except that the optical stop in Fig. 2.2 is re-
placed by a more general transform-plane mask. The qualitative
operational description in Section II. B applies here equally well.
The present study is concerned with evaluation of relief-image
optical viewers of the general form of Fig. 1.1. As indicated in
Chapter II, all of the viewing schemes for thermoplastic film
mentioned in the literature are special cases of this generalized
system. While it cannot be affirmed that all conceivable thermo-
plastic viewers are of this general form, the form nevertheless de-




2. Necessary Optical Concepts
The method of analysis is to consider separately the light
arising from separate source elements. Light from a single source
point and at a single frequency is coherent and can be described by a
complex scalar field which is independent of time. This scalar
field is termed the "optical disturbance." Its squared magnitude at
every point is the light "intensity." The transparencies of the
system, namely, the input thermoplastic film and the transform-
plane mask, are characterized by complex, two-dimensional "trans -
mittance" functions. The transmittance of a transparency is de-
fined to be that multiplicative function by which the presence of the
transparency modifies the optical disturbance. Absorption in the
transparency is responsible for the amplitude of transmittance
(which always lies between zero and one), and thickness is responsi-
ble for its phase. All lenses of the system are assumed for present
purposes to be ideal. Lens apertures are assumed to be large
enough relative to the apertures of the input plane and the transform
plane as to be of no effect in system behavior.
The transmittance t of the input thermoplastic film is modeled
as
j+(x1, x2)
t(xl,x 2 ) = e
Use of the scalar-field description is common for systems of this
type. Its relationship with the more complete time-varying vector
theory associated with Maxwell's equations is discussed in detail
by Born and Wolf. 8 The main conditions which allow this simplifi-
cation are (1) that light propagation directions are at small angles
relative to the optical axis, and (2) that no optical element is prefer-
entially polarized. If, in addition, the source is a monochromatic
point source, the sinusoidal scalar field can be represented, in the
usual way, by a complex function of position.
where xl and x 2 are rectangular coordinates in the input plane with
origin on the optical axis. Thus it is assumed that there is no ab-
sorption within the film. The case of uniform absorption is also re-
presented by this model if the scale relating optical disturbance to
actual light power is modified on one side of the input plane. The
function b is the "phase image" as determined by the relief image.
Phase shift 1b is proportional to thickness T and is given by the
formula
where k is the light wavelength and An is the difference between
the index of refraction of the thermoplastic and that of the sur-
rounding medium (typically air). In addition to the thermoplastic
film, the input plane is assumed to have a limiting aperture, ex-
terior to which the overall transmittance is zero.
The Fourier transformation property of the optical system of
Fig. 1.1 is worth identifying since it results in considerable simpli-
fication in the analysis and description of the system. If, under
monochromatic illumination from one source point, the optical dis-
turbance in the input plane is the function u(xl, x 2 ), then the optical
disturbance in the transform plane will be
12rxl 27rx2
K(XlX 2 ) FU ( ,rx - '
where F is the Fourier transform of the function u defined as
U
wF(~1 ,2) 1= . x2Fu 12 j f ux | ,xe dx dx2
-00 -00
K is a function of unit amplitude, which depends on the distance be-
tween the input plane and the transform lens but not on u; k is the
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light wavelength; d is the focal length of the transform lens; and
x 1 , x 2 are rectangular coordinates in the transform plane with
origin on the optical axis, and whose orientation agrees with the co-
ordinates of the input plane. A derivation of this property will not
be given here, but may be found in many optical texts.*
For convenience, points in the transform plane will be referred
to by their frequency coordinates ol, o2' which are merely scaled
versions of the xl, x 2 coordinates:
1 = - ()x
/Z ~x Z
Thus the optical disturbance in the transform plane is written simply
K1 (1l' ao2 ) Fu(wl,' 2)
Also, for convenience, points in the source plane are referred to by
frequency coordinates; the coordinates of a particular source point
are those of its image point in the transform plane (where use is
made of the fact that the source is imaged into the transform plane in
the absence of an input film).
For further notational simplicity, points in the input plane will
be referred to by the vector X = (xl,X2 ) and points in the source and
transform planes will be referred to by the vector 2 = ( I, W2).
3. Analysis Applicable to a Monochromatic Component of the Light
from a Single Source Point
A monochromatic component of the light from a single source
point denoted by coordinate s2 is considered. The spherical wave
For example, Born and Wolf, Ref. 8, pp. 382, 401-402.
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emanating from this source point is collimated by lens L 1 into a
plane wave incident on the signal transparency. The resulting optical
disturbance in the input plane is e where the magnitude has
been taken as 1 and a constant phase factor has been ignored. Multi-
plication by the transmittance t of the input film yields the optical
disturbance ul(X) representing light emerging from the input plane.
jos' X
u I (X) = t(X)e (3.1)
Due to the action of the transform lens, the Fourier transform of ex-
pression 3.1 times a function K 1 (2 ) of unit amplitude appears in the
transform plane. This is multiplied by the transmittance H(Q) of
the transform-plane mask to produce the optical disturbance
u2 (Q) = K 1 (Q) F t(X)e s H(Q) (3.2)
where F is the Fourier-transformation operator. The transfer lens
L3 is so positioned that it acts together with the transform lens to
image (in the absence of the transform-plane mask) the input plane
onto the output screen. Therefore, this lens may be said to divide by
K 1 and inverse-transform expression 3.2. The result times a
function K 2 (X), of constant amplitude and independent of t, appears
in the output:
u3(X) = Kz(X) F {F [t(X)e ]H(Q) (3.3)
where coordinates X = (xl,x2 ) are the images in the output plane of
the corresponding input-plane coordinates, and F'I is the inverse
Fourier-transformation operator. Equation 3.3 can be rewritten
j' X
u3 (X) = h(X)*{t(X)e } K 2 (X) (3. 3a)
u 3(X) =F1 [T(Q)H( + e sK 2(X) (3.3b)
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where the symbol * indicates convolution, and the two new functions
h and T are defined by
h = F-[ H]
T = F[t]
4. Analysis for the Total Source
Spatial Filters: For the case in which a point source of mono-
chromatic light is used (the case of coherent light), the above Eq.3.3
gives the total output.* The source location may be taken as is = 0
without loss of generality. As a further simplification the output can
be normalized so that I(X) = 1 when H(5Q) = 1; this procedure
eliminates dependences on absolute source power and magnification
which would be superflouous for present purposes. The normalized
output is
I(X) = g(X) 12
g(X) = t(X)*h(X) (3.4)
where g(X) is the "complex output".
Evidently the coherent system produces a linear, position-
invariant operation on t(X), or simply a "spatial filtering". The
function h(X) defined above as the inverse Fourier transform of
H(Q) is seen to be the "impulse response" of the spatial filter.
It is not necessary that the source size or bandwidth be reduced to
zero for system light to be coherent and Eq. 3.3 to hold. The finite
sizes which are sufficiently small depend on system geometry. 8
Still larger sizes may be allowable with essentially the same per-
formance as illustrated in Section V.B.
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Schlieren Systems: All systems having incoherent sources,
extended in size and possibly in spectrum, will be called "schlieren
systems". Those employing narrow-band, or "quasi-monochromatic"
light are considered first. The source distribution may be expressed
by a function -(Q2) which describes the light-intensity distribution of
the source image in the transform plane; -(Qn)d2 is the optical
power, per unit output area, entering region do2. This element of
the source produces an output contribution given by (3.3) equal to
-jQ .X
dI(X) = ft(X)*[h(X)ej s ] I s)d 
The intensities due to separate source points add to produce the total
output intensity. Thus,*
I(X) I It(X)*[h(X)e J s ] 12(Q )1(X) = 1 5 d (3.5)
s
Unlike the operation performed by a spatial filter, that performed by
this type of processor is not linear; that is to say, I(X) is not the
squared magnitude of a complex quantity which is linearly related to
t(X). The block diagram of Fig. 3.1 illustrates the distinction between
the spatial filtering operation 3.4, and this more general schlieren
operation 3.5.
The final and most general type of viewer considered is that in
which the source may be extended in spectrum as well as size. Al-
though the principle of operation is qualitatively the same as that of
the previous case, its mathematical description is complicated.
The notation f( )dC is short for f f(l)dS.
all 
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Fig. 3.1
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This is primarily because the relationship between spatial coordi-
nates x 1 , x 2 in the source and transform planes and the frequency
coordinates 01, W2 is X-dependent. Coordinates for the transform
plane and the source plane are the frequency coordinates ft in
c
terms of a central wavelength X (which can be chosen arbitrarily),
=c -_(kdj)X. Used to represent the transform-plane mask is
H(Qc), which is the transmittance at the wavelength k of this mask.
At a general wavelength X, the frequency response is denoted Hx(Q).
The magnitude of HX is determined by H,
iHX(2) I = IH(~T)I
but the phase of HX depends also on possible variations with X of
the index of refraction of the mask. For example, if the index of re-
fraction is independent of X, then
H() =IH(ŽI e(X ar) g C )
The thermoplastic index of refraction is assumed to be independent of
X. Consequently, the input-film transmittance is
tx(X) = e
where +(X) = JT(X)
The source distribution in space and wavelength is given by the
function (Qc , X), where cr(Qc, X)d2 dX is the power, per unit output
c c C
area, in the source area dSl and the source bandwidth dX. The
o
output intensity is therefore
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-j( )x 2
c\~~~ C1(X) =jtX S-2 ~X(X~efX ,(rcf I) dX (3.6)
where the inpulse response hx(X) is the inverse Fourier transform
of H,Ž(Q). This equation can readily be imagined in the block diagram
form of Fig. 3.1 .b, so that it may be compared with previously dis-
cussed viewers.
5. Index of Modulation
Attention is now focused on the actions of these optical viewers
upon the transmittance function of a thermoplastic film, where the
type of imagery is that specified in the objective. The chain of
operations which relates the recorded image to the viewable output is
as follows: (1) the thickness image T(X) is a modulated sinusoidal
carrier whose amplitude a(X) = NJa(X) is the continuous-tone image
of interest (see Section I.B),
T(X) = a(X) cos [W xl +0(X)]
where t 0 is the carrier frequency (radians/unit distance) and where
0(X) expresses unimportant phase variations of the carrier; (2) the
phase image +(X) is proportional to T(X)
+(X) = m(X)cos[ (ox 1 + 0(X)]
where m =2wana is the carrier amplitude in radians; (3) the
transmittance image t(X) is phase modulated by +(X); and finally
(4) t is related to the viewer output intensity I by either filtering
and squaring, Eq. 3.4, or by the more general optical processes of
Eq. 3.5 or 3.6. It is desirable, of course, to be able to analyze
existing and new viewing schemes to identify their performance
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figures of merit. However, the phase modulation relating relief image
to film transmittance introduces an important nonlinearity which makes
analysis rather difficult. For example, superposition techniques can-
not be used. Also the spectral distribution T of transmittance t
is strongly dependent on the level of modulation; the spectrum of t
changes in width and shape with merely a scale change in the thick-
ness image. This phenomenon is familiar in phase and frequency
modulation radio and leads naturally to definition of a "phase -
modulation index" M: for present purposes
rpeak carrier amplitude m(X) on
M= iany film to be used as input for a
[particular viewer.
B. THREE ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND THREE SIMPLE
EXAMPLES OF VIEWERS
In view of the complexity of the input-output relationships, even
for the case of spatial filters, it can be seen that some simplifi-
cations would be welcome. Three analytical tools--(l) low-index
analysis, (2) unmodulated-carrier analysis, and (3) geometrical-
optics analysis--which play important parts in this study, are intro-
duced here. They are discussed, for simplicity, in the context of
spatial filters, but may be usefully extended to the more general
cases, as will be seen in Chapter V. Three viewers will concur-
rently be considered, not only as examples of the use of these tools,
but also as example viewers.
1. Low-Index Analysis
When the modulation index M is much less than 1 radian, the
following low-index approximation becomes accurate.
t(X) = 1 + j%(X)
= 1 + jm(X) cos[0oxl + e(X)]
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In the resulting simplification, the phase modulation is a linear
operation; a spatial filtering is performed on +(X)
g(X) = l*h(X) + jl(X)*h(X)
and therefore on the thickness image T(X); the spectrum of t(X)
is the same as that of +(X) (plus a spike at zero frequency); and a
rather complete analysis is possible. As illustrations, the "first-
order filters" are considered.
First -Order Single -Sideband Filter: The low-index input trans -
mittance t(X) can be rewritten to display its three spectral bands.
1 j[ Wl + O(X)] 1 -j[ 0ox + O(X)]
t(X) = 1 + j 2.m(X)e + i 2'm(X)e (3.7)
The first-order single -sideband filter, or simply "first-order
filter", is a spatial filter whose transform-plane mask is a thin
opaque sheet with one hole; the hole is positioned so that it passes
the second of the three spectral components above and blocks the
other two (for cases in which this is possible). The complex output
is therefore
1 j[ WOXl +e(X)]
g(X) = 2m(X)e
and the output intensity is
I(X) = m (X)
The output of this useful viewer depends on carrier amplitude
m(X) and is independent of carrier phase 0(X) -- as is desired. The
dependence on carrier amplitude is a point-by-point relationship
which is monotonic, and the output is zero where the carrier ampli-
tude is zero.
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First-Order Double -Sideband Filter. This viewer is the double -
sideband counterpart of the above. Its transform-plane mask has
two holes, positioned so that the second and third spectral components
of t(X) in Eq. 3.7 are passed and the first component is blocked.
Therefore, the complex output is
g(X) = m(X) cos[ w0 x 1 + 0(X)]
and the output intensity is
I TM ( 2 (X) + 2 m (X) cos[ 2Wx 1 + 20(X)] (3.8)
The output consists of two terms: the first term is identical to
the output of the first-order single-sideband filter, except twice as
large, and the second term is a double-frequency component, which
produces an unwanted fine structure in the output image.* If the
spectra of the two terms are sufficiently separate, the double-
frequency term can be made invisible by the resolution limitation of
the eye. Under this condition, the first-order filter possesses all
the favorable qualities of its single-sideband relative, and is in
fact superior in requiring only half as much source power to produce
the same output.
It should be noted that low-index analysis can be applied in
limited regions of large-index recordings, in which the local index is
much less than 1. The complex output at a point X = X< is
g(X) = t(X)*h(X0 ) [ + j(X 0 )] *h(X 0 )
A familiar example of this type of image fine structure occurs in
commercial television; the fine structure is produced by nonover-
lapping raster lines.
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provided that low-index condition holds over a region about X 0 at
least as large in extent as the impulse response h(X)--typically quite
small.
2. Unmodulated-Carrier Analysis
When the input film to a spatial filter is an unmodulated-carrier
recording




a relatively simple expression for the output can be found. The
transmittance t(X) has a known Fourier series,
00
t(X) = ej(X) = jiiii(m)ej o
i= -00
(where J. is th(where Ji is the ith -order Bessel function of the first kind) which
illustrates that the spectrum of t(X) is concentrated at the points
-= 0, m 0 m2Q0' . . where Q 0 = (Woo 0) is the vector form of the
carrier frequency. The output intensity is therefore
00 ji x
I(X) = [g(X) = [ i jii(m)H(iQ2O)e 1 1 (3. 9)
i= -00
Aside from fine-structure terms, the output contains a constant term,
equal to the average intensity over the carrier cycle.*
This result was first called to the author's attention by G. T. Coate.
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=I; [H(in XJi (r) (3.10)0
. (i 0yI2 J2(M) ( . )
i=-00
If a viewer is to produce the form of desired output set forth in
Section I.B,
I(X) = IT[a(X)l
neglecting unwanted fine structure, it follows that unmodulated-
carrier analysis is sufficient for the purpose of calculating the signal
transfer characteristic IT(a ) . For example, for a spatial filter, the
signal transfer characteristic is given by Eq. 3.10
IT(a) = I when m- 
It will, in fact, be understood henceforth in this report that the
signal transfer characteristic IT(a) refers specifically to the un-
modulated-carrier response. All dynamic effects (effects due to
variations in amplitude or phase of the carrier) will be considered
separately. The nominal objective in viewer design will remain
that stated in Section I. B; specifically, that the desired output follows
the signal transfer characteristic, for modulated as well as un-
modulated-carrier recordings.
The simplicity of unmodulated-carrier analysis is noteworthy.
If, for example, a viewer is conceived of and analyzed withing the
realm of an approximation, such as low-index analysis or geometrical-
optics analysis (discussed in the next section), this same approxi-
mation can be used to find the response to an unmodulated carrier.
However, Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 indicate that the exact* unmodulated-
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 are "exact" in terms of the complex-scalar
optical-disturbance theory of light, which is still subject to the minor
limitations mentioned in Section III. A. 2,
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carrier response is not difficult to calculate. The exact result can
confirm the approximation as well as transcend it and indicate where
the approximation breaks down.
The first-order double-sideband filter exemplifies the usefulness
of unmodulated-carrier analysis. The signal response of this viewer
has been found according to the low-index approximation, and is
given by Eq. 3.8. From this equation, the unmodulated-carrier re-
sponse is seen to be
- 1 2
I m
to within the accuracy of the low-index approximation. Equation 3.10
can be used to obtain the exact result.
I = 2J 1 (m)
A comparison of this signal transfer characteristic with its low-
index approximation is illustrated in the graph of Fig. 3.2. The low-
index approximation is very good for values of m less than about
0.5. For larger m, the exact characteristic rises more slowly and
finally ceases to rise at about m = 1.8.
Unmodulated-carrier analysis can often be usefully applied in
limited regions of variable signal recordings. If, in such a recording,
the carrier modulation is constant
+(X) = mO cos [WOX1 + 00]
over the vicinity of a point X = XO, then the complex output at X 0 is
jmoCos[ OXl + 0O ]g(Xo) t(Xo)*h(X) = e 0 0 1 *h(X)
provided the modulation is constant over a region at least as large as
the extent of the impulse response h(X). Thus, over limited portions
of the recording in which the signal is unmodulated, unmodulated-
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3. Geometrical-Optics Analysis
If geometrical optics is used to describe the passage of light
through the viewer, an approximation to the output I(X) and an
approximation to the energy spectrum IT(Q~) 12 can be obtained.
Geometrical optics is often used for such characterizations of optical
systems. Correspondingly, the time-domain analog of geometrical
optics, namely "quasi-stationary" analysis, is often used in studies
of phase- and frequency-modulation radio systems.
The geometrical-optics viewer description is as follows: The
ray of light incident on the input film at a point X = X is bent by
an amount such that it strikes the transform plane at the point
i = grad +(X)
In passing through the transform-plane mask, the intensity of this
ray is attenuated by the factor H[I grad4(Xo)] |2. The ray arrives in
the output plane at the point X = X0. Therefore, the intensity over
the output is
I(X) = IH[ grad +(X)] 1Z (3.11)
according to geometrical optics.
The energy-spectrum approximation is seen to be determined by
the distribution of values of grad +(X). Accordingly, a function
Dgrad d() is defined as follows. Dgrad,(Q)dQ is the fraction of
the total input-film area over which grad ~ takes a value in the
region dQ. Thus, the geometrical-optics spectrum is proportional
to Dgrad,(). To find the constant of proportionality, Parseval's
theorem
This equation is consistent with optical-disturbance theory applied
to input functions for which grad+(X) is constant.
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fJIt(X) 2 dX 2 1 fIT(Q)[Zdl!dX (Iw) d
is consulted. If A denotes the input film area, then
i t2 2f IT(Q) Zd = (Zr) 2 A
2
and the constant of proportionality is (2w) 2 A. Therefore the energy
spectrum is
IT(Q) Z = (2ir) A Dgrad , ( Q)
according to geometrical optics.
Optical Discriminator: A simple example illustrates the use of
geometrical optics. The optical discriminator is a spatial filter
whose frequency response varies linearly with frequency
H(w l p2 z ) = Kw1 (3.12)
over the region of the input spectrum.* The geometrical-optics out-
put is therefore, from Eq. 3.11
2 a Od(X) \2I(X)= K (8(x))Z
Since fH(Q) I< 1 for any viewer, Eq. 3.12 cannot hold for all Xw.
Thus, the linear frequency response is provided over a "discriml-
nator aperture, " which is a spectral region containing all, or al-
most all, of the input signal energy. The region of negative H can
be implemented with a half-wave plate.
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In proceeding on from this point, the special case of narrow-
band recording will be considered for simplicity; the broad-band
case introduces some complications, which are investigated in
Section IV. B.3. For a narrow-band signal
4(X) = m(X) cos [woX 1 + O(X)]
the partial differentiation amounts to multiplication by0 o and a
ninety-degree phase shift of the carrier.
ax 1 = -Om(X) sin[ W0 x 1 + 0(X)]
The output becomes
I(X) =(K(X) (K0) 2m22X) cos 2[ wxl +e(X)] (3.13)
It is very similar to the first-order double-sideband filter output
(Eq. 3.8). A double-frequency fine structure is produced, and the
desired output component varies as the square of carrier amplitude.
A very significant difference between the discriminator and either
of the first-order filters is that the former is not restricted to low-
index recordings.
Interestingly, if the signal transfer characteristic obtained from
geometrical optics
I = 1 2 m
is compared with the exact characteristic, which, from Eq. 3.10, can
be shown to be
I = 2 (Kw) m (3. 14)
This result follows readily from the material presented in
Section IV. B. 3.
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they are seen to be equal. That is, no inaccuracy in this geometrical-
optics result (3.13) is revealed with respect to the unmodulated-carrier
response. It should be noted, however, that this result applies spe-
cifically to geometrical-optics analysis of an ideal discriminator de-
fined by Eq. 3.12. In general, geometrical optics is an approxi-
mation, as will be demonstrated in Section III. D.
C. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INPUT FILM
The input recordings will be assumed to consist of the signal,
a modulated sinusoidal carrier, plus three types of noise: dust,
wedging, and additive background noise.* Specific characterizations
of these elements of the recording will be outlined here within the
context of spatial filters; that is, the recording will be described by
its transmittance for light of a particular wavelength.
1. Signal
An amplitude constraint on the signal +(X) has already been
assumed, namely, that the modulation index M is prespecified.
Now a spectral constraint will also be imposed. The viewer examples
considered above have indicated the usefulness of such a constraint.
In order to design the pass bands of the first-order filters, a
knowledge of the spectral distribution of +(X) is needed. Also,
some specific spectrum knowledge is needed to find the separability
conditions for the unwanted output fine structure produced by the
first-order filter and the optical discriminator, and to designthe
discriminator aperture.
The effects of dust and wedging on the recording are also somewhat
representative of, respectively, dust on the collimating and trans-
form lenses and aberrations of these lenses. It may be concluded
from the large amounts of wedging expected on thermoplastic film,
that significant aberrations in these lenses will be tolerable.
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As a basis for the selection of constraints, two example sources
of the signal 4(X) are considered: (a) a charge-sensitive thermo-
plastic film on which a signal is recorded by means of a raster-
swept electron beam whose current is modulated by a time waveform;
(b) a light-sensitive thermoplastic film on which a signal is re-
corded by the screened light image from a conventional photograph.
In these and other examples, the resolution of fine details in the
image is limited in a predictable manner by the image producing
equipment--for example, by electronic filtering in case (a) or by
limited resolution of the optical elements in case (b). The limiting of
resolution is equivalent to a spatial filtering which removes high-
frequency content. If the resolution limitation is independent of
direction (as is most common), then the spatial filtering is inde-
pendent of direction. Such a predictable limit on resolution leads to
predictable limitations on the spectrum of +(X).
For this study it will be assumed that the signal function +(X)
represents an arbitrary image (such as a pictorial photograph or a
commercial television picture) which has been limited in some known
manner in its spatial-frequency content. The frequency limitation is
assumed to be independent of direction about the carrier-frequency
points ±R . The energy spectrum IF ,(Q) 1 of a typical recording
is illustrated by the two humps sketched in Fig. 3.3. Along with the
carrier frequency woO, a parameter 3 which expresses the width of
the spectral limitation will be used to characterize the recording:Wo
two circles of radius D and centers +S 0 in the frequency plane
contain almost all (all but a few percent) of the spectral energy of
+(X). The constraining circles are illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
For the two examples (a) and (b) above in which film frequency
response produces a sinusoidal carrier by selecting one of several
modulation orders, it is required that P3 be somewhat larger than 2.
The lower limit on p such that the sidebands do not overlap is
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[ to values somewhat larger than 1. Cases of narrow-band re-
cording, referred to above in the context of the optical discriminator,
are the cases in which P>> 1.
The unwanted output fine structure of the first-order filter,
given in Eq. 3.8 above has spectrum centered at ±:Z2 0 and of maxi-
mum radius 2 ( ) . In order that this spectrum does not overlap
the spectrum o the desired output component (whose radius is also
W2(¢t) ), it is required that
P > 2
The same separability condition applies to the optical discriminator,
whose output is given by Eq. 3.13.
2, Dust
Dust on the input film is modeled as follows. The transmittance
of the film due to dust particles at points X = X1, X 2 ,...X N is
t(X) = e j X) 1 - Ai.6(X-Xi) (3.15)
where +(X) is the phase image, 6 is the "impulse" function, and
amplitudes A 1, A 2 , ... AN may be complex.
The motivation for the choice of this model is as follows. A
more precise expression for the transmittance of the thermoplastic
film around a dust particle at X = 0 is
t(X) = ejq4 (X)t.(X)
where the transmittance t i of the dust particle takes the value 1
everywhere except in a small region around X = 0. This can be re-
written
t(X) = eJ(X)-eJ(X) [1 - t i (X)]
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where the second term is zero exterior to this small region. It is
now apparent that, regardless of the natures of cQ and t.i if the size
of the particle is small enough, the Fourier transform of the second
term is essentially constant over the portion of the frequency plane
passed by the transform-plane mask. Thus [ 1 - ti(X)l is replaced
by the simpler function A i 6 (X) whose Fourier transform is ex-
actly constant.
The model so constructed is representative of small nonover-
lapping dust particles. Of course, for any specific dust particle, the
aperture may be so large that the inaccuracy in this idealistic model,
Eq. 3.15, will become significant. Thus, some caution should ac-
company any attempt to use this model with viewers having very
large apertures.
3. Background Noise
Background noise and wedging are additive components of the re-
lief image. The total phase image 4(X) may be written as a sum of
signal, background noise, and wedging components.
+(X) = s() (X) + (X)  w(X)
The background noise component cn(X) is modeled as a sample
function of a random process. The process is homogeneous (the
spatial analog of stationary), zero-mean, and independent of the
signal. Its power-density spectrum Sn () is, as yet unspecified.
In the detailed calculations of Section IV. D, a specification of S (w)
representative of a quasi-resonant process will be given. It is
furthermore assumed that qn(X) is a low-index phenomenon;
qn(X)<< 1 for all X, and all films to be viewed.
4. Wedging
Wedging is the large-amplitude, slowly varying component of
thickness produced by the imperfect film fabrication process.
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Wedging on the input film is characterized by the scalar parameter
cw = Max grad w(X) (3.16)
where the maximization is taken over all X and all films expected as
inputs to a particular viewer. Motivations for this choice and its
significance are as follows.
Although the signal and background noise may be low-index
phenomena, it is not to be expected that the total phase image +(X)
will satisfy low-index conditions, because of wedging. However, low-
index analysis and its implications need not be wholely discarded,
for an approximation to the wedging effect can be developed, in which
wedging is portrayed as a bending of the light beam. The output at a
point X = X'
I(X') = It(X')*h(X') Z
is affected by the input film in only the immediate vicinity of X'
as determined by the extent of impulse response h(X -X'). The
wedging component %w(X), a slowly-varying function is replaced by
a linear approximation over this small region
w (x) = + Q * X
where Q' = grad 4w(X')
Thus, for purposes of finding the output at X', the input trans-
mittance is replaced by
t(X) = t'(X) e j [' + Q X]
where t'(X) is the input transmittance neglecting wedging. Evidently,
wedging has produced a tilt of the light beam, as would a thin prism
or wedge.
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The effect is perhaps made clearer by the following equivalent
formulation, according to which wedging produces only a shift in the
frequency response of the spatial filter. The complex output is
g(X') = t(X')*h(X') = f h(X)t(X'-X)dX
X
=j(' + 0' *X') / h(X)e -iQX] t'(X' -X)dX
= ej(I' + Q2X')[t,(X,)]*[h(X')e -jQ'.X'
The first factor has unit amplitude, and therefore does not affect
the output intensity. Thus an equivalent complex output g'(X) which
neglects this factor can be defined. The new output is
g'(X') = t'(X')*h'(X')
where the effective impulse response is
h'(X) = h(X)e jf
and the effective spatial-frequency response is
H'(Q) = H(f2+ f')
namely, a shifted version of the actual frequency response. This
characterization, in which wedging does not affect the input but shifts
the filter's frequency response, will be called the geometrical-
optics wedging formulation, as a suggestion of the tilting of the light
beam--a geometrical-optics concept.
The wedging parameter ww expresses the maximum tilt in any
direction to be expected among the input films. For the case in which
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the tilt [grad ~(X) I is strictly bounded, the meaning of cw is clear
from its definition 3.16. Other cases may be thought of as pertur-
bations from this first case; that is, the value of cw should be set
large enough so that the wedging tilt exceeds this value only very
rarely. How often the tilt may exceed wow and still be acceptable
will depend on the consequences of this occurrence for the particular
viewe r in question.
D. SPECTRAL RELATIONSHIPS
It is necessary for further study of thermoplastic viewers to de-
velop an understanding of the spectral distribution of transmittance
t(X) = e j (x)
where +(X) is the modulated-carrier signal, characterized by the
parameters M,wo0 , and P. This necessity is evident in the basic
input-output relationships of Section A, in which it is seen that the
transform-plane mask transmittance multiplies the Fourier trans-
form of t(X).
The analogous one-dimensional problem has long been of interest
in communication theory and is treated by many authors. Results
from a study by Abramson' can readily be applied in the present con-
text. In Abramson's study, +(X) is a Gaussian random process,
and the corresponding power density spectrum of t(X) is determined.
In applications of Abramson's results, the power-density spectrum of
+(X) can be of any form, provided the variance of 4 is finite.
1. Signal Model
The signal c(X) will be taken as a sample function of a Gaussian
random process. The process is homogeneous and zero-mean. The
power-density spectrum S ,(g) consists of two humps, centered at
2 = ±f20, both of symmetrical Gaussian shape. Two remaining
assumptions--the first of which relates the variance P 2, of +(X) to
M and the second of which relates the widths of the spectral humps
to P--will be made after discussion of pertinent factors.
Since +(X) is Gaussian, the carrier amplitude m(X) is Ray-
leigh. There is no absolute maximum value of m(X), however very
large values occur very rarely. Figure 3.4a shows the probability
distribution of +(X) and m(X) plotted on a common scale. The
amplitude assumption for the signal model is that M = 3P,. Under
this condition, the probability that m(X)< M is about 0.99. Like-
wise, since the spectral shapes of S ,(2) are Gaussian, there is no
absolute limit to their extent. In fact, the distribution of power as
a function of radius is again given by the Rayleigh distribution. If
B., 0 denotes the usual width factor of this Gaussian function (standard
deviation when the function represents a probability density), then the
plot of Fig. 3.4b illustrates this Rayleigh distribution according to the
size of Boo
.
The final assumption for the signal model is - =3 Boo.
Under this condition about 99 percent of the signal power of +(X)
falls within the constraining circles (Fig.3.3).
2. Bandwidth Relationships
Abramson shows that the bandwidths of +(X) and t(X) are
related by the simple formulas
Btl = P B1
Bt 2 = P, Bz (3.17)
Davenport and Root,1 O p. 159-161.
Middleton,ll p. 366
Abramson's study is formulated in terms of one-dimensional
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where Bti and Bi are the "rms bandwidths" of 4(X) and t(X)
defined bye
B 1 i St(g)do2ti (T)2 i2
B z 1 2 o i S (f2)dQ2, for i=l, 2
For the particular signal spectrum under consideration, these
two integrals can be evaluated routinely, although calculations are
somewhat lengthy. The results are





3. The Middleton Expansion
It is shown by Abramson that the distribution of the spectrum
St(2) is conveniently displayed by the Middleton Expansion,
2 4
st(n ) e (a) + Ps,( ! + s
P 3
+ 3,6s (n)* s ,(n) + ... (3.20)
The width factor BQ0 employed above may be defined in this same
manner, and referred to as the rms bandwidth of +(X) about the
carrier.
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where s t and sqb are the normalized spectra
st(f2 ) - (2St )
s () (2T) P
and s(,(Q)* s (f2) denotes the two-fold convolution s (0)*s ()*s< s(f).
The spectrum sq (Q) is a normalized, nonnegative function (like a
probability density) and therefore each of the multiple convolutions
n
s ((Q)* sjb(f) is also a normalized nonnegative function. The fraction
of power contained in the n term is therefore
-P
e 4' (P )
(3.21)
These fractions of power, which are independent of the shape of the
spectrum of +4(X), comprise a Poisson distribution with parameter
2 
For the modulated-carrier case of interest, Abramson rewrites
th
the n term of the Middleton expansion as follows:
2
e } nn
i=ln! {s+O(59)* s (Q) (i) 6[ G - (n-2i)Q20 (3. 2 2)
where s'QO (f) denotes the normalized spectrum of the complex modu-
lation m(X) = m(X)eJ (X). According to the present signal model,
s O(Q) is a symmetrical Gaussian function centered at Q = 0 and of
rms bandwidth BO = 3p . Therefore s0o(Q2)* sO0(Q) is also sym-
metrical Gaussian, and of rms bandwidth FnB o. There is an ad-
ditional convolution appearing in Eq. 3,22 by a sum of impulse
functions weighted by binomial coefficients. As a result of this
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convolution, components of the spectrum appear at various harmonics
of a 0 .
For sufficiently low-index signals, the Middleton expansion re-
duces to
St() = (2 )Z6(a) + S,(Q)
which agrees with known low-index behavior (Section III. B. 1). As
M is increased other terms of the expansion become important. The
number of terms which are significant can be calculated by summing
the fractions of power in each term, Eq. 3. 21. For large M, these
fractions, which comprise a Poisson distribution, approach a Gaus-
2 2
sian distribution with mean P and variance P 2 Therefore, for
sufficiently large M, the only significant terms in the series [con-
n
sisting of terms of the form s, (Q)* s,(Q2)] are those for which n is
approximately equal to P Thus sf (f) will consist of components
at the harmonics of Q O, each approximately a symmetrical Gaussian
function of rms bandwidth
Mw
A_ B P B M0
These spectral orders may or may not overlap, depending on PB. For
increasing M at constant 13, overlap of the orders eventually occurs
and another asymptotic approximation is approached. The multiple
n
convolution s (Q)*s (Q) eventually tends, with increasing n, toward
a Gaussian function centered at zero (although not symmetrical).
Thus for large M, the significant terms in the Middleton expansion
are approximately Gaussian with rms bandwidths all approximately
Xi B~i = P B0i in the u i - direction (i = 1,2)
and the sum st(a) is approximately Gaussian with rms bandwidths
(exactly)
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P B in the t. - direction (i=l, 2)
Furthermore, symmetry demands that the major axes of the resulting
Gaussian function are none other than the t1 and t2 axes.
4. Spectrum Outline
It is useful to determine an outline which describes the location
of most of the spectral power of St(Q ) . Section 3 has indicated that
St(Q) is nonzero for all Q, and therefore no finite sized outline will
contain all of the power. The outline of the spectrum St(Q) will now
be determined so that all but a negligible amount of the total signal
power is contained within the outline. It will be assumed for present
purposes that one or two percent of the signal power can safely be
neglected. Three procedures for determining the spectrum outline
are presented, corresponding to the general case and two asymptotic
cases.
Procedure (1), The General Case: For particular values of M,
OO, and A, the Middleton expansion is truncated so that 99 percent of
the nonzero-frequency power (power at nonzero frequencies) is in the
included terms. At zero frequency there is a discrete spectral line
whose power should be omitted from this determination. The fraction
.th









The diameters of the included spectral orders can be -found by con-
sidering only the last two terms retained, since earlier terms all
th
have smaller diameters. Corresponding to the n term, the com-
ponent contributed to various spectral orders (see Eq. 3.22) has
Gaussian distribution and rms bandwidth /n Bo0. The outline of each
spectral order will be set at a radius of three times the rms band-
width of the widest component. This procedure is applied in
Section IV. D. 1 to the determination of spectrum outline for all
O < M < 1. 8 and all p > 1.
Procedure (2), Large M, No Overlap: For large M it was seen
that, for each of the significant terms of the Middleton expansion,
2
n Po Under this condition, all orders will be almost the same
size, of rms bandwidth 4n Bp 0 = P B O. The spectrum outline for
each order is taken as the circle of radius three times the rms band-
width, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. It follows that nonoverlap of the
spectral orders requires that
3P,,Bo < Z
which is equivalent to
3 > 2 M
The relative amplitudes of the spectral orders are given by the bi-
nomial distribution (Eq. 3.22) which approaches a Gaussian distri-
bution with increasing M. The number of orders to be retained is
found by consulting the Gaussian distribution, Ninety-nine percent
of the area of a Gaussian function of cl having rms bandwidth of
Btl is contained within the limits o1 = ±2. 6 Btl. Therefore all
orders out to the + it are retained in the spectrum outline, where
i is the largest integer less than or equal to 2.--6 B 0.86M,/I+7/9B'
Oa idtl 
(as illustrated in Fig. 3.5).
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Procedure (3), Large M, Large Overlap: It was seen that in-
creasing M with fixed 13 leads eventually to overlapped orders and
a Gaussian-shaped spectrum. A procedure for determining the out-
line in this asymptotic case is presented. The outline is taken as
the concentration ellipse* passing through the points
1 = (3Btl, 0)
Q = (0, 3Bt2)
This outline encloses about 99 percent of the volume of the two-
dimensional Gaussian function. The peaks of the elliptical outline
along the ol- and o 2 -axes are denoted P 1 and P 2 respectively.
It follows from the evaluations of Btl and Bt2 in Eqs. 3.17, 3.18,
and 3.19 that
P 1 = 3 Btl Mo0 V/' 1/9B2 (3+23)
WoM
P = 3B (3.24)2 t2 3P
Figure 3.5 illustrates the resulting spectrum outline. A comparison
between the results of procedures (2) and (3) can be seen in the
figure.
5. Comparison with Geometrical Optics
For the particular signal model posed in Section 1 above it is
not difficult to calculate the geometrical-optics signal spectrum. So
doing makes an interesting comparison with the above exact results.
A concentration ellipse of a two-dimensional Gaussian function is
the minimum-area contour enclosing a fixed amount of volume. The
enclosed volume as a function of the intercept along a major axis is
given by the Rayleigh distribution.
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A general formula for the spectrum has been developed in
Section III. B.3 in terms of Dgrad ,(2). The probability density of
grad +(X) is taken as an approximation to Dgrad (2)., which approxi-
mation is allowable with high probability in all cases in which the
film area encompasses many resolvable elements. The two-
dimensional quantity grad +(X) = 84(X) 88(X) is derived from the
ax1 ' ax 2
one-dimensional quantity +(X) by two linear, position-invariant
operations. Therefore, grad +(X) is a joint Gaussian process. * It
then follows that the geometrical-optics spectrum is a two-dimensional
Gaussian function. Symmetry requires that the eo and w2 axes
are major axes of the Gaussian function. Therefore the two com-
ponents of grad +,(X) are uncorrelated, Gaussian random variables.
2 2It remains to find their variances, denoted rl and t 2 . The power
954(X) idensity spectrum of 8x is ' WiS(col o2) for i=l,2. Therefore
the variances are
(2 w f 1 Jco S (,2) dQ, i=1,2 (3.25)
(2 1i
The geometrical-optics spectrum is seen to be a two-dimensional
Gaussian function, aligned with the w 1 and o2 axes, and whose rms
bandwidths are given by Eq. 3.25.
This is exactly the same result as was obtained above in the
asymptotic case of large M. Evidently geometrical optics is accurate
for large M and overlapping orders. Geometrical-optics fails to
display the break up of the spectrum into nonoverlapping orders which
occurs for M < 1.5 A, although the approximate spectrum does main-
tain the correct rms bandwidths in the two directions for all M.
10Davenport and Root, pp. 155-157.
Davenport and Root, 10 pp. 182-183.
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E. CRITERIA OF VIEWER EVALUATION
For purposes of this study, thermoplastic viewers will be evalu-
ated with respect to five criteria: (1) efficiency of viewer source-
power utilization, (2) relative exposure required during recording,
(3) shape of the signal transfer characteristic, (4) noise responses,
and (5) unwanted fine structure produced in the output image. The
signal transfer characteristic, criterion (3), refers to the unmodu-
lated-carrier response (see Section III. B.Z). Evaluations will be
applied only to viewers which accurately respond to fine details of
the carrier modulation (within the spectral constraint of Fig. 3.3)
following the same, or essentially the same, signal transfer charac-
teristic.
1. Efficiency
Efficiency r7 will be defined in terms of the signal transfer
characteristic IT(a) as follows
rl = IT(a max)
where it is understood that the source is normalized (so that
I(X) = 1 when H(Q2) = 1). For example, in the case of the first-
order double-sideband filter, efficiency can be seen directly from
the graph of Fig. 3.2 to be maximum of rl = 0.68 when M = 1.8.
2. Exposure Required
For fixed thermoplastic film recording and developing conditions,
the exposure required is measured by modulation index M. This
will be the measure adopted throughout most of this study. The
effects of varying the recording and/or developing conditions to alter
the modulation index obtainable from a fixed exposure are also
studied to some extent, in Section IV. D. 4.
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3. Shape of the Signal Transfer Characteristic
A great variety of signal transfer characteristics is obtainable
(for example, among spatial filters by various choices of the co-
efficients H(O0), H(20o), ... in Eq. 3.10. Differently shaped charac-
teristics may be useful in different applications for several reasons.
In some applications, a "squelch" characteristic might be worth-
while: small signals and noise are thereby greatly attenuated to im-
prove the quality of the dark field. In general, a compression or
expansion of the signal range or a part of it can be achieved by a
change in the shape of the transfer characteristic. Of course, an
absolute determination of the desired shape or evaluation of a given
shape will depend on the physical origin of the amplitude m and the
purpose of the viewer--considerations not a part of the present study.
It will be sufficient for present purposes to find and compare ob-
tainable characteristics.
4. Noise Responses
An important consideration in viewer evaluation is determination
of the effects of the three types of noise: dust, background noise, and
wedging. With respect to wedging, the approach taken in this study
is to adjust the viewer design so that wedging produces little or no
effect. Effects of background noise and dust, on the other hand, are
not so eliminated since these coexist with the signal in the same
spectral band, The primary measure of the effects of background
noise to be employed is
IB = max I (X)
< Ww
The name "squelch" is used in radio for this type if signal trans-
fer characteristic.
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where I(X) (which depends on wedging tilt S2') is the probabilistic
average output intensity in a region of no signal, and where the maxi-
mization is taken over all values of Q' satisfying [2' I < w . The
primary measure of dust response to be employed is the total power
PD produced at the output by a single dust particle of known size with
zero signal.
It is also useful to determine noise response relative to the signal
level, or "dynamic range". A useful definition of dynamic range must
be referred to a specific type of signal transfer characteristic, and
applied only to viewers having that type of characteristic. In
Section IV.D.3, dynamic ranges are defined for the class of viewers
having linear or almost linear transfer characteristics.
5. Unwanted Fine Structure
Unwanted fine structure in the output image, seen above in the
first-order filter example, occurs in many of the useful viewer de-
signs. The extent to which such fine structure is undesirable depends
on the spectral bands occupied by the fine structure and the desired
output and also depends on the specific application. One primary
consideration is the spatial-frequency response of the eye, as de-
termined by the viewing scale. For applications in which a "sharp
image" is desired, the eye's "pass band" will be chosen to be some-
what smaller than the spectral content of the desired output com-
2ponent (m (X)/2 in the case of the first-order filter), in order that the
eye be the primary limit to resolution. The opposite extreme occurs
when the scale is set so that the eye contributes, at most, only a
minor amount of loss of resolution of the desired image Gn, for ex-
ample, microscopy). The eye is thus to some extent sensitive over a
frequency band appreciably broader than that occupied by the de-
sired image. Another issue for consideration, in those cases in
which the fine-structure spectrum does overlap the eye's pass band,
is whether or not the visual effects are detrimental. The visual
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effect produced by the lower-frequency edge of the unwanted band may
be interpreted as a type of "Moire effect" produced by interaction be-
tween the fine -structure carrier and its modulation, resulting in
spurious components in the view. The amount of degradation will de-
pend on the "cost" attached to a misinterpreted output. In some appli-
cations the overlap should be kept very small, whereas in others it
is conceivable that a large overlap would be tolerable.*
For purposes of the present study, the condition which governs
the overlap of the unwanted fine-structure spectrum with that of the
desired output component, termed the "separability condition", will
be investigated; matters of eye frequency response and cost of mis-
interpreted output will not be pursued further.
Moire patterns are occasionally visable in commercial television,
but they are seldom a serious disturbance.
IV. SPATIAL FILTERS
A. SIGNAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
The signal transfer characteristic of an arbitrary spatial filter
follows directly from unmodulated-carrier analysis, Eq. 3.10:
00
IT<) _ E Hi z Jl (m) (4.1)
i=-CO
where j = m2 is the power variable of the recording expressed in
2(radians) , and
H. = H(iQO), for i=O,+1,i2,...
and where ITX denotes the signal transfer characteristic expressed
in terms of pl, for a light wavelength X; that is,
ITX(I') IT [( )
where IT(a) is the signal transfer characteristic (see Section I. B) in
terms of the squared amplitude a = a of the relief image.
The signal transfer characteristic depends on the transform-
plane mask transmittance H(Q2) at only the discrete points 2 = 0,
±QO, +20.0 In order to suggest the variety of obtainable charac-
teristics, some simple cases are first considered. An "nth-order
filter" is defined by
1 for i = n
H O otherwi se
an ,"nth -order double-sideband filter" is defined by
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1 for i =n
H.
0 otherwise
and an "inclusive nth-order filter" is defined by
l for i= l1, ±2,. .. ±n
Hi =
0 otherwise
where n is a positive integer. These are, of course, only partial
definitions since the transform-plane mask has as yet been specified
only at Q0 and its harmonics. The transfer characteristics for
these elementary cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Both linear and
log-log plots are shown for clarity. All characteristics are seen to
rise monotonically from zero to a peak value which terminates the
useful range. It is interesting to note that there is very little dif-
thference between the characteristics of the various "inclusive n -
order filters". All follow approximately the linear law
1
TX 2~
over much of their useful range, and then gradually cease to rise at
a peak value. With increasing n, this peak value becomes slightly
larger, and the useful range of m is slightly increased. Comparison
of the limiting case of large n
o00
IT) -2 2 2
ITX = EJi (m) J- o(m) = 1 -J o(m)
i= -oo
st-
also shown in the figure, with the 1 -order double-sideband filter
indicates only modest increases in the useful range of m and in the
thpeak intensity. The n -order double-sideband filters for n > 1 are
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Fig. 4.1 Grophs of Signal Transfer Characteristics for Elementary Filters
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their useful ranges, with the result that their responses to low-index
signals (m<< 1) are much smaller than the corresponding response
of the first-order double-sideband filter. The n -order filter charac-
teristic is not shown in the graphs for it is exactly half of the nth
order double-sideband filter characteristic.
Allowable choices of modulation index M can be seen directly
from the transfer characteristic. Figure 4.1 indicates, for example,
that the maximum allowable M for a first-order filter is M = 1.8.
Efficiency rl = ITX(M2) can also be seen directly from the charac-
teristic.
These elementary filters are not the only binary-valued possibilities,
and when continuous valued filters are considered as well, it is evi-
dent that there is a great variety of obtainable characteristics. For
example, it was noted in Section III. B.3 that the signal transfer
characteristic of the discriminator is
1K2
ITX)( )_ 2 (o0K) 2 .
This example indicates that in order to achieve a linear characteristic,
a linear progression of the coefficients (1H4 jH + fH 1I 2), (J 2 j + jH2 ),.
can be used.
The variety of obtainable characteristics is not, however, un-
limited. For example, if ITX(O) = 0 is required, it is never possi-
ble for ITX(~) to exceed 1 - J 0 (m) (the n=oo curve shown in Fig.4. 1)
at any point. Thus it is not possible to achieve high efficiency with
low-level recordings. Furthermore, it can readily be seen that
ITX(I) has a Taylor series about '-=0 beginning
5Urbach has reported use of a second-order single-sideband filter.5
It is interesting in this application that the recordings to be viewed
are bar test patterns in which the carrier amplitude is binary
valued: that is m(X) = 0 or M, at each X. Thus, relative to a
first-order filter, Urbach's second-order filter provides a useful
"squelch" characteristic which improves the dark field.
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i1H2 + i2JHF)= I1 + I.H
Therefore, if I TX(,u ) is to follow a power law initially, then the
power must be a positive integer.
B. SIGNAL-ONLY RESPONSE
Before considering noise effects, the response to the input sig-
nal alone will be studied in order to ease the problem of identifying
useful viewers. Effects of noise are studied in the next section.
1. The Conjugacy Condition
The conjugacy condition is an easily satisfied filter-design
condition, which reduces unwanted output fine structure. The Bessel-
function expansion of t(X) employed above in Section III. B. 2, a
Fourier series when the carrier is unmodulated, applies equally well
when the carrier is modulated,
jm(X)cos[ 0x 1 + o(X)]




ti(X) = JJi[ m(X)]e
is the ith -order component of t(X). The spectrum of t. is centered
1
at the carrier harmonic il2 0. These components of t(X) may or may
not overlap, depending on M, w0, and 3, as discussed in
Section III. D. From the expansion 4. 2, the output intensity can be
written
00
I(X) = ti(X)(X)X) 2 (4. 3)
i= -co
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Thus the output has the form
I(X) = I0(X) + I1(X) + I2(X) +...
where
0o
I0(X) = E | ti(X)*h(X)| 2
i= -co
and, for k = 1, 2, 3, ... , Ik(X) is the unwanted fine-structure com-
ponent spectrally centered at /2 = kg20 .
= 2Re Z (ti*h)( *h) (4. 4)
i=-"o0
The single-frequency fine structure I1(X) can always be made
zero merely by satisfying the "conjugacy condition:'
H(-Q) = eJaH*(2) for all Q (4. 5)
where a is an arbitrary constant phase angle for any one filter.
This condition does not affect obtainable transfer characteristics
since Eq. 4. 1 is invariant to any changes that maintain (I Hi 2 + H _i2
for all i > 0. It can be verified by substitution of Eq. 4. 5 into Eq. 4. 4
that the conjugacy condition insures I1(X) to be zero, and furthermore
that
Ik(X) = 0 for all odd k
First noted by G. T. Coate.
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2. Separable Filters
For cases in which the spectrum of t(X) consists of nonover-
lapping orders (see Section III. D), any unmodulated-carrer response
can be extended to apply to modulated-carrier signals as well. The
design procedure and its effect are evident from Eq. 4. 3. If H(Q2) is 
thmade constant at the value H. over the entire i spectral order,
1
for all i, then
ti(X)*h(X) = Hiti(X), for all i.
As a result
I(X) = IT [m2 (X)] + unwanted fine-structure
terms where the fine structure consists only of even-frequency terms
if the conjugacy condition is satisfied. This simple result is quite
powerful, for by means of this design procedure, any realizable sig-
nal transfer characteristic can be provided for modulated- as well as
unmodulated-carrier signals, for sufficiently large >3 2 M when
M is large). A viewer of this type is called a separable filter.
All of the elementary, binary-valued filters discussed in
Section IV. A (the inclusive nth-order filter, etc. ) can be considered
separable filters. Furthermore, all of these obey the conjugacy
condition and therefore produce no single-frequency fine structure,
except for the nth -order (single-sideband) filters. However, the
single-sideband filters produce no unwanted fine structure at all, and,
from Eq. 4. 3, their signal responses are simply I(X) = ITX[m2(X)].
3. Nonseparable Filters
The above design procedure for extending an unmodulated-
carrier transfer characteristic to variable signals is not possible
whenever there is overlap between any two spectral orders of t(X)
for which different values H i are to be provided. In fact, when any
two spectral orders overlap, it follows from Section III. D that all
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pairs of adjacent orders overlap. The optical discriminator, now to
be analyzed, will be seen to be applicable to cases of overlapping
spectral orders. Its analysis introduces some interesting new
c onc epts.
(a) The Optical Discriminator
The optical discriminator has been analyzed briefly in Section
III. B above. That treatment was approximate in that geometrical
optics analysis was used and was specialized in that only the case of
narrow-band (P >> 1) recording was considered. Therefore, the
accuracy of the geometrical-optics analysis and the possibility that
other than narrow-band recordings may be usefully viewed with a
discriminator, are both open to question. These two issues are
treated more fully in this section.
Exact Analysis of an Ideal Discriminator: For the moment, an
ideal discriminator will be considered--one whose frequency re-
sponse H(Q2) is linear over all frequencies:
H(w 1, 2 ) = Kw1
The input to this filter is
t(X) = ejO( X)
An analysis not dependent on geometrical optics will now be given.
Since H can be written
H(w1, 2 ) = ( )jw 1
the filter is seen to be a differentiator with a constant multiplier.
Thus the complex output is
g(X) _ ( )t(X) = ( )t(Xj 8(X)j Ox 1 j 8x 1
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and the output intensity is
2
I(X) K 2 ( ) (4. 6)
This is the desired result. It equals exactly the output which is pre-
dicted by the geometrical-optics approximation, namely
I(X)= IH[grad +(X)J] 2 K 2 ((X)
=x1
A simple analysis for narrow-band recording was given in
Section III. B. The case of arbitrary 3 is now considered. It will be
found that the effect of directional differentiation (Eq. 4. 6) may be
combined with the effect of film spatial-frequency response to obtain
an overall frequency response accounting for both phenomena.
It is convenient to define 1sl(X), ml(X), and 0 1(X) as follows
ax1 =4,%l(X) = woml(X)os[o)x l +(X)J (4. 7)
where the signal +b(X) has the usual form
O(X) = m(X)cos[woxl + O(X)]
Then the signal output is, from Eq. 4. 6,
I(X) = (Kwo0 )2ml (X)cos 2 [o0x +0 1(X)]
1 2 2 1 2 2
= (Kw m (X) + 2 (Kw0 ) m 1 (X)cos 2[ o0 x 1 + 1 (X)]
= IT[ml (X) + X)]  (4. 8)TX~~~~~~~ml 2  ~ ~ ~ 48
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The output has the same form as the output in the narrow-band case,
Eq. 3. 13. A double-frequency term is produced. The first term is
of particular concern, for it depends not on the actual carrier ampli-
tude m(X), but rather on the amplitude-after-differentiation m (X).
As discussed in Section II. C, a reasonable model of thermo-
plastic development indicates that the relief image is derivable from
the charge image by a linear, spatial-frequency weighting, denoted
F(S2) in Fig. 4. 2. Equation 4. 7 indicates that bs i(X) is likewise
derived from +b(X) by a frequency-response weighting, namely
(jOw1/o). This relationship is also illustrated in the figure. It fol-
lows that sl(X) is directly related to the incident exposure e(X) by
a spatial-frequency weighting, equal to the product
j7 F(Q)
The nature of the composite frequency response is shown in Figs. 4. 2
and 4. 3.
The above may be interpreted as follows. The output signal
component, Eq. 4. 8, is a direct reproduction of the carrier ampli-
tude ml(X), not of the actual recording but of an "effective recording"
related to film exposure by the composite frequency response
(jl/0wo)F(Q). The comparison of the physical film response (which
is at work in all previously discussed viewers) with the composite
frequency response (which is at work in the optical discriminator)
shown in Fig. 4. 3, indicates that the latter has its response peak at
a higher frequency. Thus it would be appropriate in a recording in-
tended for use with a discriminator to place the signal band slightly
higher than the quasi-resonant band.
This description of the recording-readout process can, of
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m l ( X) = m(X)
0 1(X) = 0(X) - / 2
and the results are in agreement with the simple analysis of that case
given in Chapter III. The concept of the composite frequency re-
sponse is still useful in this special case for choosing the value of w0.
Practical Discriminators: In practice, the ideal-discriminator
frequency response must be replaced by one which is realizable by a
transform-plane mask--that is, one for which I H(Q) < 1 for all 2.
If H is made linear over the entire portion of the frequency plane
(the discriminator aperture) where the spectrum of t(X) is signifi-
cant, the resulting operation, to a good approximation, follows the
idealized analysis above. Elsewhere in the frequency plane, H
should be given the value zero for noise reduction. The slope K
should be given the maximum value consistent with the size of the
aperture. For example, if the discriminator aperture is the ellipse
shown in Fig. 3. 5b, the slope is taken as K = 1/P 1 .
Geometrical optics can be used to explore variations from
strict linearity in the discriminator profile H( 1w, 0). However,
since geometrical optics may be expected to lose accuracy for small-
amplitude signals (see Section III. D), it would be advisable to insist
that the profile be linear near Q2 = 0. Figure 4. 4 illustrates two
interesting possibilities and the resulting signal transfer character-
istics. The first results in accentuation of large signals and the
second results in diminution of large signals. The second also pro-
duces the advantage of an increase in efficiency rt. Modifications
of this latter type will be studied in detail in Section IV. D. 1.
*
The efficiency of a discriminator with linear profile is approx-
imately r = 2, as can be seen from Eq. 3. 14 and Fig. 3. 5b.
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DISCRIMINATOR PROFILE
H (w , 0) H(wl,0)
0 / _ 0 
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(a) Accentuate Large Signals, (b) Diminish Large Signals,
Decrease Efficiency. Increase Efficiency.
Fig. 4.4 Two Possible Variations of the Optical Discriminator Profile
Showing Resulting Signal Transfer Characteristics.
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For extremely narrow-band cases in which the spectrum of t
separates into nonoverlapping orders, either a discriminator or a
separable filter could be used. Of course, there is more freedom in
separable filter design, for the profile H 0, H 1 , H2, ... need not be
linear, even near the center. Furthermore, it would seem that the
separable filter choice is preferable in almost all cases due to rela-
tive ease of implementation, freedom from reliance on geometrical
optics, and absence of the single-frequency fine structure which the
discriminator produces when wedging is present (see Section IV. C).
(b) Other Nonseparable Filters
Discriminator analysis has suggested some interesting possi-
bilities. The discriminator was seen to be a differentiator, and it
may thus be questioned whether other simple analytical operations
correspond to useful thermoplastic viewers. Also, it appears to be
permissable, with other viewers as well as the discriminator, that
a spatial-frequency weighting be applied to the relief image f(X) and
the output intensity be a reproduction of a carrier amplitude after the
frequency weighting.
A general type of differentiator which includes the discrim-
inator as a special case is
H(w1 , W 2) = K 1 01 + K 2 Y2
where K 1 is real (without loss of generality) and K 2 may be complex.
2The output can be seen to beI(X)= I(K1 ax +K ax
Interestingly, geometrical optics gives this same result.
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The signal transfer characteristic
IT\(F) 2 (Kpo 0 ) 
depends only on K 1, and therefore, for a useful viewer, K 1 / 0. If
K 2 = 0, the viewer is simply the discriminator of Section (a) above.
If K is real, the filter H is a directional differentiator, and the2
viewer has the same form as the discriminator. If K 2 is complex,
the form of viewer is still essentially the same, except that the
spatial-frequency weighting applied to +(X) is now the complex
operator (K 1 a + K 2 a ). In the special case K 2 = jK 1 , a direc-
1 2
tion-independent operation results:
I(X) = Ki grad 4(X) 2
However in any case, if K z is not zero, its effect is only a modifica-
tion in the frequency weighting applied to +(X) (only at frequencies
off the wl axis), which modification is of no apparent advantage.
Higher derivatives produce more complicated operations on
+(X). For example, the filter H( 1, 02 ) = Kwl 2 produces the output
I(X) - K2 [(_aa)) 2 + (+Ax I
with the transfer characteristic
1K 042 32
IT.(p) K W (p. + 1 
This example filter could be used as a thermoplastic viewer, although
it departs quite a bit from the objective set forth in Chapter I: one
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2
frequency weighting, -a, is applied to small signals, and another
ax
frequency weighting, aX, is applied to large signals. The general
1
polynomial in one dimension
H( 1 ,wl2) = Klj 1 +K(j + (Ji ) + Kn(jWl )
which satisfies the conjugacy condition if constants K i are all real,
encompass a large class of filters including, probably, all nonsepa-
rable filters of practical interest. Any viewer in this class can be
analyzed in the above manner
O a2 8n 2I(X)= I(K 1 + K + K a n)t()l
Ox1 ax O ax 1
_On ax1
The resulting output I(X) will be a sum of terms, each of which is a
derivative or a product of derivatives of 4(X). However, only in the
case of the discriminator, K 2 = K3 = 0, is the output2 3 n
determined by a single linear operation on +(X) followed by a point-
by-point transfer characteristic.
C. NOISE RESPONSE
Discussion of spatial filters so far has been concerned only
with the signal response. The presence of noise (wedging, dust, and
additive background noise) on the recorded films will now be consid-
ered to determine their effects on viewer design and output.
1. Wedging
The geometrical-optics description of wedging, developed in
III. C above, shifts its effect from the input film to the spatial filter.
In the notation of that section, the input neglecting wedging, t'(X),
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is filtered by
HI'() = H[Q + Q'(X)]
where the wedging frequency tilt Q'(X) varies (gradually) from point
to point.
Any separable filter will have to be modified because of wedging.
Since, for all Q2', H(Q + Q2'(X)) is to be constant over the spectral
orders of t'(X), the diameters of its various passbands will have to be
larger (by the amount 2Ww) than the corresponding diameters of the
spectral components. As a result, separation conditions on the sig-
nificant spectral orders are more restrictive, and therefore the
classes of recordings for which this type of viewer is suitable are
further limited[to, for example, > M( ) for large M].
The first-order filter for use with low-index recordings exem-
plifies these wedging effects. The input transmittance
jm(X)cos [ ox + e(x)]
t t (X) = e
1 j[wx 1 + 0(X)] -j[ x 1 + 0(X)]t'(X)= 1 + j 2 m(X)e + j 2 m(X)e
has three nonoverlapping spectral orders (provided , > 1). So that
the pass band H[Q + Q'(X)] transmits the entire lst-order component
for all Q', the radius of the hole must be (+ W ). In order,






This "dark-field condition" can be interpreted as a lower limit on P1
for given wo and ow . This same dark-field condition applies to the
first-order double-sideband filter.
In the case of the discriminator the response to signal and
wedging can be found directly--provided that the linear portion.of H
extends over the entire spectrum of t(X) including both signal and
wedging; because of wedging the outer boundary of the aperture
should be increased by the amount ww in all directions. The response
to
j s(X) + jW(X)
t(X)= e
2is z8a= ~O(X) 2,is I(X) =K -ax +12
(X) = a xlj + 2K ax(1 l'+ K(W (4. 10)
where w1' is the component of 12' in the wl direction. The last two
terms, which are the result of wedging, are respectively a single-
frequency fine structure and a low-level, gradually varying back-
ground intensity which limits the dark field. The single-frequency
output may be considered a consequence of the loss of the conjugacy
condition due to wedging.
The dark-field conditions of the discriminator output can be
improved by including an opaque circular block of radius ww at the
center of H(fQ). Then, for low-index portions of the film, where
t'(X) = 1 + j s(X),
the effective filter H(P + Q'(X)) blocks the direct transmission and
there is no output except that due to signal. If the "dark-field
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condition," Eq. 4. 9 is satisfied, the opaque block will not interrupt
any part of the signal component, and the low-index output is expres-
sion 4. 10 minus the last term. The effect of this modification on
larger signals is difficult to analyze for there is now less resemblance
to the ideal discriminator of the previous section. It may be reasoned
that since only a small amount of the spectral energy of t(X) is inter-
rupted by the block, its effect is small, and Eq. 4. 10 minus the last
term holds approximately. If M is large, the faithful reproduction of
low-index signals may not be essential. In this case, w w can be
larger than would be allowed by Eq. 4. 9. Equation 4. 10 minus the
last term still approximates the large-signal output in this case. The
signal transfer characteristic will not be affected by the block for any
value of Ww up to ww = Wo. Conceivably, even larger sow could be
acceptable in a case of extremely large M.
2. Additive Background Noise
With background noise also included, the effective filter input
is
(X) ej[ 5s(X) + ,n(X)]
t'(X) = e
and the output intensity is
I(X) g,(X) z
where the (effective) complex output is
g'(X) = t'(X)*h'(X)
{i[d4s(X) + (Pn(X)]} { h '. X}
The background noise on the recording does not produce simply an
additive independent component of I(X).
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Under low-index conditions,
t'(X) = 1 + j s(X) + j n(X) 
some simplification is obtained. In this case the noise is additive to
the complex output
g'(X) = j 4s(X)*h'(X) + j 4n(X)*h'(X) + l*h'(X)
(where the third term is the wedging output, which is zero in all
cases so far discussed). The output intensity is
I(X) = |Ij s(X)*h'(X) + l*h'(X)I2 + I +n(X)*hI(X) 2
+ 2 Re{[ 4s(X)*h'(X) + l*h'(X)] [ 4n(X)*h'(X)] }.
The first term is the signal and wedging response, discussed above,
while the other two terms constitute an increment AI(X) due to the
presence of the background noise. The increment AI(X) is signal
dependent, but its (probabilistic) average value
AI(X) O= n(X)*h'(X) I 2
= 1 f I Sn(P)l H(Q + Oi'(X)[ 2d
(21)) f
is independent of the signal. The last step follows from Parseval's
theorem. Thus, AI(X) is equal to the average of the dark-field com-
ponent of output contributed by background noise.
Under higher-index conditions, this simplification fails to
apply, and it becomes difficult to evaluate the effect of the background
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noise. However, low-index analysis applies not only to low-index
recording systems (M << 1) but also to the portions of small and
zero signal (m(X) << 1) within larger-index recordings. These are
the regions in which effects of a small noise are most significant. In
the regions of large signal, where noise is less significant, the anal-
yses neglecting noise given in prior sections provides an approximate
de s c ription.
As discussed in Section III. E, a measure of the background-
noise response (including wedging response, if any) is
= max )
B <12' LO 
in a zero-signal area. Thus, if the wedging output is zero, as in the
above examples
=B 1 max fIB )Z IQT< W O Sn(2) IH(Q + ')lI 2dQ (4. 11)
3. Dust
A dust particle of amplitude Ai, located at X = Xi modifies
the input transmittance as follows
t(X) = e j I(X)[ 1 - Ai6(X - Xi)]
where
(X) = (X) +() + nw(X)w
The output intensity is
I(X) = I eJi(X)*h(X) - Aiej (X)h(X - Xi)I 2
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Evidently, dust modifies the output in only the immediate vicinity of
point xi; the disturbance is only as broad as the impulse response h.
Upon a dark field, the result would be a small bright spot. Dust
occurring together with signal can produce either an increase or de-
crease in intensity over the small region it affects, as described by
the above equation.
A measure of the amount of disturbance due to the dust particle
is the total power PD of the dust output upon a dark-field. A rather
concise formula for this dust output power can be developed. The
total power is found by integrating the dust-only output intensity over
all X.
j4(Xi) 2
PD I J jt Aie i h(X- Xi) dX
X
= AiA 2 f Ih(X) 2dX
X
IAi z
-P 2 I2 H(Q)I 2 d (4. 12)
This last step follows from Parseval's theorem.
D. FILTERS PRODUCING QUASI-LINEAR TRANSFER
CHARACTERISTICS
To allow more complete viewer evaluations and comparisons,
a class of viewers having comparable signal-transfer characteristics
is considered. A viewer is said to produce a "quasi-linear transfer
characteristic" if IT(a) = ka except for possibly a gradual saturation
near amax ' The first-order filter and the discriminator are both in
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this class, where the characteristic of the former has significant
curvature for values of M of about 1 or more. It is useful to define




For a precisely linear characteristic, y = 1; while for a first-order




For M << 1, low-index analysis indicates that the filter choice
is clear cut: a first-order filter (either single- or double-sideband)
is the only reasonable choice. This conclusion is confirmed by un-
modulated-carrier analysis, Eq. 3. 10, which shows that an increase
above zero of any of the values H 2 , H 3 , ... would contribute negli-
gibly to the signal transfer characteristic while increasing the sus-
ceptibility to noise.
(b) Large M.
The first step in the design of a filter for large-index record-
ings, M>> 1, is to determine whether the spectrum of t(X) is
separable or overlapping and to calculate the spectrum outline
according to the methods of Section III. D.
Overlapping Spectrum: For cases in which the spectrum orders
overlap, the obvious choice of spatial-filter viewer to provide a
quasi-linear characteristic is some form of the optical discriminator
discussed in Section IV. B. The forms of discriminators will be con-
sidered to include not only strictly linear discriminators,
H(wl, W) = Kwi, within the discriminator aperture, but also variations
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from linearity at the outer regions of the aperture, as discussed
earlier. Exploratory study of such variations has indicated that an
appropriate variation from strict linearity can be advantageous in
improving efficiency and noise rejection in exchange for a minor cur-
vature imparted to the transfer characteristic. A procedure for ob-
taining these improvements by modifications in the discriminator
profile is presented immediately below.
Separable Spectrum: For cases in which the spectrum orders
do not overlap, a "separable filter" is in order. It was found above
that a linear progression of the values H 1, H 2 , ... leads to a linear
transfer characteristic. Other filters having quasi-linear charac-
teristics can be considered as variations on this basic case. How-
ever, it is evident from the general form of the transfer character-
istic, Eq. 3. 10, that it is not possible to make any major variations
from linearity in the earlier values of the sequence HI, H2,  .. and
still maintain a quasi-linear transfer characteristic. On the other
hand, the later values of the sequence can be admissibly modified,
and, as in the case of the discriminator, such modifications will be
used to advantage.
Filter Profile: Advantageous variation from a strictly linear
profile, H1, H 2, ... , will be studied with application to both a dis-
criminator and a separable filter. The linear profile will be gener-
alized to a one-parameter family of profiles of the form illustrated
in Fig. 4. 5a (for fixed M, w 0, ,3, and Ow). The slope K can be
considered to be the parameter which identifies each member of the
1family. When K = , the filter reduces to the case of linear
Pl +o
profile (over the spectrum), from which the family of viewers is
generated.
As K increases above this value, curvature develops in the
transfer characteristic, efficiency rl increases, and there is an
improvement in rejection of both dust and background noise. The
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H(w1 , O)
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(a) General Form of Profile Assumed. Both Discriminators
and Separable Fitters are Represented-
P1 is the Extreme of the Spectrum Outline along the w1 Axis
PROFILE NO. 3
~~t '~~~~~~ 1 -PROFILE NO. 1
PROFILE NO. 2
W1
(b) Illustration of Improved Noise Rejection
with Increasing K (see text)
0t'l~~~~~~~0 H(wl,0 )
_ . i . i . * $, I i A a .A I a
(c) Profile, Simplified for Calculations
Fig. 4.5 Variations in Filter Profile
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increase in tr can be verified by inspection of the general formula
oo
= IT(M ) = 2 | H i | 2 J 2 (M)
The improvement in noise response can be verified by the two-step
argument illustrated in Fig. 4. 5b. When profile No. 1 is replaced by
profile No. 2, the susceptibility to dust and background noise (see
Eqs. 4. 11 and 4. 12) is reduced, yet there is no reduction in small
signal response; the linear portion of the quasi-linear transfer
characteristic is unchanged. In anticipation of later sections it may
be said, specifically, that the "dynamic range above background" and
the "dynamic range above dust" (as defined below) are improved.
When profile No. 2 is replaced by profile No. 3, the change is only a
scale factor applied to both signal and noise, so their relative values
are unaffected. It is evident that the improvement increases with
increasing K. Therefore K should be increased as far as is possible
before either the curvature becomes intolerable or monotonicity fails.
To complete the design procedure, it will be assumed that the
maximum allowable curvature is constrained by 'y > yo. The value
of K will be found which maximizes performance consistent with the
curvature and monotonicity constraints.
Calculations are simplified if the form of the profile is changed
to that shown in Fig. 4. 5c. This change, which eliminates p from
the problem, will have negligible effect on the results, since it
occurs where the spectrum is negligible. For a fixed value of wo K,
the transfer characteristic, ITX(m2), can readily be calculated. *
One of two substitutions may be useful: either H2 =1 + AH 2 where
Z1 J.i( r)= 1, or H.2 =(w Ki) + 6H. where X (w Ki) 2J (m)=-(Ko) 2m2
i=-oo i=-oo
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From this, the curvature y as a function of M, and the maximum M
allowed by monotonicity, can be found for each wtoK. Results of such
calculations are shown in Fig. 4. 6a. These results can be replotted
as in Fig. 4. 6b, which shows maximum K as constrained by mono-
tonicity and curvature -yo. The viewer design procedure, for any
values of M and yo, is simply to select K from the lower of the
*monotonicity and the yo curve obtained.
Extreme Operation of the First-Order Filter: The above design
procedure can be applied at low as well as high values of M. On the
other hand, a first-order filter can be designed (as a separable filter)
for values of M up to 1. 8. Separable-filter design, having been set
forth in general in Section IV. B, will now be applied to the extended
first-order filter design, in order to establish the limits of low-index
operation and the consequences of larger-index operation.
The low-index range is that in which the Middleton expansion,
Eq. 3. 20, has only two significant terms. The spectral power con-
tained in the first two terms, expressed as a fraction of total spectral
power (ignoring the line at zero frequency) is
P 2
whe2e 1l
where P = M Correspondingly, the fraction of power contained
cf 3
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and the fraction of power contained in the first four terms is




Figure 4. 7a is a graph of these three fractions as functions of M.
The requirement, set up in Section III. D, that the fraction of spectral
power exceed 99 percent, implies that for two terms of the Middleton
expansion to be adequate (low-index conditions)
M< 0.4,
for three terms to be adequate
0.4< M< 1.5,
and for four terms to be adequate
1.5 < M< 2.4.
The diameters of the spectral orders in these three cases are also
shown in Fig. 4. 7. It follows from the information in the figure and
wedging considerations that in the intermediate-index range, non-
overlap of the spectral orders requires
2.48>
1 - 2w
and the pass-band radius is maintained at (-- + w while in the
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and the pass-band radius is increased to (V3 _2 + 
Since curvature of the transfer characteristic increases as M
increases, a curvature constraint of the form -y > yo may limit the




(applicable to both single- and double-sideband cases) which is
plotted in Fig. 4. 7.
2. Unwanted Fine Structure
It was seen in Section IV. B that the single-frequency component
of the unwanted fine structure is avoided merely by satisfying the con-
jugacy condition, Eq. 4. 5. For certain basic cases among filters
having quasi-linear characteristics it is also possible to find the
spectral bands occupied by the fine structure and to determine the
separability condition.
The double-sideband first-order filter output, including the
fine structure, can be written
1 2 1 A j x 1 2 j2 0 xI(X) = (X) + 4 m(X)]2e +[X)]
from Eq. 3. 8 which assumes low-index conditions. The fine struc-
ture consists only of double-frequency terms, centered at Q = ±+2 o ,
It was seen in IV. B that the single-sideband first-order filter
produces no unwanted fine structure regardless of M, and therefore
no separability condition is needed.
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and which are contained within circles of radius 2 . Since the
desired output, the first term, may extend over the frequency plane
0o
out to a radius of about 2 - ,the separability condition is 3 > 2.
For a linear discriminator (of slope K), the output including
fine structure can be written
I(X) 2(Kwo) 2m 2(X) + (Kw 1t ) + 2K wol)mI(X)cos[woxI + (X)]
1 2 2
+ (Kw ) m1 (X)cos 2[ox 1 + 0l(X)] (4. 13)
from Eq. 4. 10. The components, in order, are: (1) the desired
output, (2) a gradually-varying background intensity (which can be
eliminated as discussed in IV. C. 1), (3) a single-frequency component
of fine structure, and (4) a double-frequency component of fine struc-
ture. It can readily be seen that the separability condition requiring
nonoverlap in spectrum of the single-frequency fine structure with
the output is p > 3. This condition also suffices for separability of
the double-frequency fine structure.
In cases where wedging is small enough, the single-frequency
fine structure may. be ignored, and separability has a lesser con-
straint on the range of 3. The appropriate value of ww to effect this
condition is found by considering the ratio of single-frequency ampli-
tude to desired output.
2 2 kom 1(X)M2K ol ' ml(X) 4 1
2(Kw) ml (X) o (X)
This ratio depends on signal level, the effect being worse for small
signals. If mo represents the smallest signal level of interest,
*Two ways of choosing such a small signal level m are given in
Section 3 below.
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and if it is acceptable that the above ratio is 1 at this signal level,
then the requirement on wedging is
O < .
w 4 o o
If this condition is met, the single-frequency output can be ignored,
and the separability requirement relaxes to 3 > 2.
For a separable filter having a linear profile (of slope K) it can
also be shown that there is only a double-frequency fine structure of
the same form as in the above two cases, although the required
argument is not trivial. From Eq. 4. 3 a general formula for the
output is
I(X) = IT2[mZ(X)] + I2(X) + I 4(X) + (4. 14)
where
jn[ °Xl + O(X)]
In(X) = Rea n[m(X)]le (4. 15)
where a is a complex function of m. It is also known that the un-n
modulated-carrier response is exactly the same as the unmodulated-
carrier response of the ideal discriminator.
1 22 1 2 2I(X) (Kw m += (K) m cos 2w x 1 (4. 16)2(Kwo )+2 oso
If Eqs. 4. 14 and 4. 15 are to be consistent with the special case,
Eq. 4. 16, it follows that
Since the conjugacy.condition is satisfied, there are no odd-order
terms of unwanted fine structutre.
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(X) -1 (Km)2 m2(X) cos 2[ Wox + 0(X)]iz(x) 2 0
I4(X) = I6(X) = . = 0.
Therefore the total output is
I(X) = (K0o) m (X) + -(Kw0o ) m2 (X)cos 2[oxl + 0(X)], (4. 17)
and, as in previous examples, the separability condition is > 2.
Within the class of filters having quasi-linear characteristics,
it appears that those viewers which are minor variations from the
above basic cases (namely the viewers discussed in Section 1), may
be expected to have minor variations in the form of unwanted fine
structure, and these variations will only occur on large-amplitude
signals whose range exceeds the range of validity of the above
analyses.
3. Dynamic Range
For evaluation of the amount of disturbance caused by dust, a
figure of merit called the "dynamic range above dust" is defined, and
will be denoted PD' This figure expresses how much larger are
maximum signals than is a small signal whose output is comparable




where mo is the peak carrier amplitude of a "point-target signal"
producing output power equal to the output power arising from a dust
particle of amplitude A. A point-target signal is a specific input
signal which will now be defined.
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Three assumptions define the point-target signal: (a) The
carrier amplitude m(X) is a two-dimensional, symmetrical Gaussian
function centered at X = 0. (b) There is no phase modulation of the
carrier. Because of the first two assumptions the signal may be ,
written




m(X) = m e
P
where C is a width factor. It can be seen that the "energy" spectral
density of cs(X) consists of two Gaussian-shaped humps, centered
at 2 = 02 . (c) The third assumption
requires that about 99 percent of the energy is contained within the
two constraining circles of Fig. 3. 3. Thus the point-target signal
is consistent with the signal-spectrum constraint. Similarly, the
amplitude constraint implies that m < M. In calculations of PD,
it will be assumed that the response to the small point target signal
can be found using the linear portion of the signal response characteristic.
To verify this statement, it may be noted that the spectral energy
density as a function of radius from the centers + Q is a Rayleigh
function. Section III. D gives the necessary properties of the
Gaussian and Rayleigh functions. It may be of interest to note the
relationship of the width of the point-target response to the spectral
parameters wo and ,3. Of course, choice of a measure of width is
necessarily somewhat arbitrary. However, as an example, if a
width 6 is defined as P3 times the carrier wavelength 6 = 2[rrp/w
then it can be shown that 6 extends out to the 33 percent amplitude
points of m(X),
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In similar fashion, a figure of merit PB is defined for evalua-
tion of the background light output caused by recorded background





where mo is the amplitude of an unmodulated-carrier recording
whose output IT\(mO ) is equal to the background output intensity I B
(defined in Section IV. C). It will be assumed in calculations of PB
that the small-signal output can be found using the linear part of the
transfer characteristic.
General Evaluations: The linear portion of the transfer charac-
teristic can be written
2 1 2m 2 '
ITX(m2) = 4(IH1I2 + IH 112 )
When this signal output is equated to the noise output IB, a concise
expression for which has been developed in Section IV. C, the result-
ing equation is satisfied by mo in determining PB. The following
general evaluation of PB results
r2 M2 (IH 11 + IH. 1Z)
PB= max 2(4. 18)IQi < ,, f Sn(Q) I H(Q + #)l 2d (
Useful in finding PD is the concise expression for the dust out-
put power PD developed in Section IV. C. Equating this dust power
with the signal power Ps(mo), resulting from a point target in which




PD = D |A I 2 Ps (f | H(Q)I d 2))]
It is not possible to evaluate in general the function P (mp) for
it depends on more than just the signal transfer characteristic. How-
ever, it is interesting to note that in the two specific types of filters
considered in Section IV. D. 1--namely discriminators and separable
filters with initially-linear profile (including the first order filter
here as a special case)--the specific evaluations of P (mp), although
s p
not exactly equal, are almost so. For the separable filter, P is
s
found by substituting the point-target signal into 4. 17 and integrating
over all X. The result is
2
Is 8 2m8 (1~H1 + 1H 1 ( ho 2
0o
Similarly, for the discriminator, P is found by substituting the
point-target signal into qmum of 1. 4.at 13 and integrating. The job is lengthy
but routine and results in
P = 9.7 (I HI 11 +~(pZ+ I m
Wo
The two formulas differ only by the factor (1 + ) -) which is a
maximum of 1. 1 (or 0. 5 db) at [ = 1. If the former evaluation is
said to apply to both cases, then it may be concluded that
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9 3 (Hii 2 + 1H 1I2 )p 2 M 2
21A1 2 ~,j fI~(~)Izd~ (4. 19)21Al ,, 2 I H(Q) 12dQ
with an error of at most 0. 5 db when applied to the discriminator.
An Upper Bound: A useful upper bound on pB and pD, appli-
cable to any filter having quasi-linear transfer characteristic, results
from a comparison of that filter with a first-order filter. The argu-
ment was originally suggested by the considerations discussed in
Section 4 below,
The modulation index Mo of the reference first-order (double-
sideband) filter may be chosen arbitrarily, provided Mo << 1. As
the first step in the argument, it is imagined that the signal level of
the viewer in question is reduced from M to M with all other
parameters held constant, including S n() and2 H(2). This step
multiplies both pB and PD by the factor h) . T e input films
with signals so reduced are suitable for processing by either the filter
H(Q2) or the reference first-order filter. To make the output signal
responses equal, the transmittance of the first-order filter is re-
duced from 1 to H(SQo). This change does not affect the dynamic
ranges, pB 0 and oD0, f the first-order filter. The signal transfer
characteristics are now both ITX(m 2) = H( R)I 2 m 2 In comparing
the two viewers, it is noted that H(S2) has the larger aperture since
it is designed for larger-index signals. Therefore its noise re-
sponses IB and PD are greater than or equal to the corresponding
first-order filter values, and therefore the dynamic ranges
( and ( M PD are less than PBO and PDO respectively.
- PB a
Upper bounds on PB and PD result.
~PB. BcO(K) ) (4.20)PB <-PBOMo
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2
PD _ PDO(M) (4. 21)
Specific Calculations: The dynamic ranges pB and D will now
be calculated for some specific cases. The power-density spectrum
S n() of the background noise will be given the form illustrated in
Fig. 4. 8, a model intended to represent a "quasi-resonant" noise
process. Within the shaded region, between circles of radius two
3
and -wo, S =n()  No, and elsewhere Sn(Q) = 0. It is furthermore
required that P > 2, for it would presumably not be possible to record
over a frequency band broader than the quasi-resonant noise band
(see Section III. C). Also in the examples considered wedging will be
taken to be negligible (ww<< W ).
For the first-order filter, the preceding assumptions imply that
the noise band covers the filter pass band. Therefore
21rN( °% ) for M< 1. 5
Sn()H(Q + n') z2dQ =
2
6tN o (# ) for 1.5< M< 1.8
Thus, from Eq. 4. 18,
2 2
) 2 for M < 1. 5
PB 








Fig. 4.8 Specificotion of the Power Spectrum of the Noise #n(X)
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The dynamic range above dust follows readily from Eq. 4. 19.
(2 1A 2 ) o for M< 1. .5
PD
( 2'I2 4)  for 1.5< M< 1.8 (4. 23)
Values of PB for large-index viewers of two types will now be
compared with the above. A separable filter and a discriminator,
both with asymptotically large M, are considered.
For a large-M separable filter the spectrum outline is found
by procedure (2) of Section III. D. 4. The spectrum outlin~eonsists
of circles centered at the harmonics of S , all of radius 3 The
quasi-resonant noise is passed by only the first-order circles.
Therefore
f Sn(Q) IH(Q) 2 dQ ZrN° IH 1 2 M0o
Dynamic range follows from Eq. 4. 18
9B N _ 2(4.24)PB N 2
o W
This result is compared with the earlier result for the first-order
filter (Eq. 4. 22) in the graph of Fig. 4. 9. The large-index spectrum
calculation embodied in Eq. 4. 24 begins to be allowable at about
p 2 = 4 which is equivalent to M = 6. Correspondingly, in the fig-
ure, Eq. 4. 24 is plotted for all M > 6. Also shown in the figure is
the upper bound 4. 20.
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LrrrL indicates upper bound #q
co~0 accuracy req.
L | eq. 4.26
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The aperture of a large-index discriminator is calculated by
procedure (3) of Section III. D. For sufficiently large M, the linear
portion of H(Q) will completely cover the quasi-resonant noise spec-
trum. In this case, it can be shown that
to ofSn(q)lH(Q)| dD = (• °2) IH1I{( ) ) (Z)4]
and therefore
PB(5T ) M:2 (4. 25)
o
For the conditions assumed in deriving Eq. 4. 25 to occur it is
necessary that the aperture include the entire noise spectrum, and
that the knee of the profile occur outside of the quasi-resonant noise
band. The former condition can be shown to be equivalent to
M > --9, (4. 26)
and the latter condition will be satisfied if the former is, in all cases
except those of extreme curvature. Consequently when PB from
Eq. 4. 25 is graphed together with the earlier results (Eqs. 4. 22 and
4. 24) in Fig. 4. 9, it is plotted only for the range of M given by
Eq. 4. 26, and understood to apply to cases in which the knee of the
*3profile exceeds 3-wo. For lower M this same formula, 4. 25, is a
lower bound to PB, and it is plotted as such in the figure for M > 6
(to stay within large-index conditions) and M > d3 (to guarantee
overlap of spectral orders).
For cases of larger curvature, this plot can be considered a lower
bound on '
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For both of the large-index viewers under consideration, cal-
culations of PD from the general formula 4. 19 is not difficult in any
specific case. However, due to the awkward dependence of profile on
curvature requirements (discussed in Section IV. D. 1), no general
evaluations will be attempted here. Instead, only the case of no cur-
vature will be evaluated.
When the discriminator profile is linear within the elliptical
aperture, routine integration leads to
jH(n) d = Z Pf 2 EN 2
n Wo




and hence, by Eqs. 3. 23 and 3. 24,
PD (8I A ) 4M 2 (I 1 )3/2
This result is plotted together with the corresponding first-order
filter performance (Eq. 4. 23) and the general upper bound (Eq. 4. 21)
in Fig. 4. D. 6 (subject to the large-index criterion M > 6, and the
spectral-overlap criterion M > 3 , employed above).
For the separable filter with linear profile, the dust integral is




H. =iH 1 for 1 < i <
0
The finite sum is conveniently approximated by an integral.
P 1
°° o° 2 3
2H z H 2 i2di = 1 1
1 o 3o0
An evaluation of oD results
34M(1 + / (4. 27)
A graph of this expression for all M > 6 appears with the earlier
results in Fig. 4. 10. Since the factor (1 + 1/9p ) 3/ 2 has negligible
effect for all p > 4, one curve suffices to represent Eq. 4. 27 in
Fig. 4. 10.
An important limitation in the application of these results is the
idealization inherent in the dust model. This idealization can be sig-
nificant for large-aperture viewers such as the discriminator and the
linear-profile separable filter when M is large. As a result, the
above evaluations of PD for these large-aperture viewers become
unnecessarily pessimistic when M exceeds some value which depends
on the specific dust particle represented.
Optimizing Performance when Gain is Controllable: Develop-
ment time and temperature and average charge level may be ex-
pected to influence the extent to which a given exposure produces the
relief image, a's discussed in II. D. It is tentatively concluded from
4i~ ~~~~~ ~~~-111-
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present information on this subject that a large-index recording
could be achieved from even small exposures by appropriate charging
and development. An interesting question is whether or not so doing
leads to improved over-all performance.
Such questions can be studied by means of a simple model ac-
cording to which a variation from any particular recording and devel-
oping condition produces a variation in "gain" or amplification appli-
cable to both signal 4s(X) and noise bn(X). Under this assumption,
a change in only gain for a particular exposure produces a change of
both signal level M and noise level Sn( 2 ), which are related by
sn(q) = M 2 Sno( f ) (4. 28)
where Sno () is the noise spectrum referred to a signal level of
M = 1. The dynamic range PB that is obtained at various amounts of
gain can be readily seen by replotting the information of Fig. 4. 9 for
Sn(f ) given by Eq. 4. 28. The result is shown in Fig. 4. 11.
It is interesting to note from the figure that the PB performance
of a first-order filter cannot be improved by any increase in gain (for
example, by increasing the charging level) into the realm of large-
index viewers. In fact the reverse'is true: to the extent that the
signal-to-noise ratio in the relief image remains constant, the per-
formance of any large-index recording-viewing system can be im-
proved by reducing gain (for example, by decreasing charging level
and/or development time) to the point at which M < 1. 5.
If a particular system employing a first-order filter is judged
to have inadequate range PB' then the performance can be improved,
as was seen in the earlier Fig. 4. 9, by an increase in M at constant
gain (for example by increasing the peak-to-peak range of the
DYNAMIC RANGE P B
ABOVE BACKGROUND
so2 ,>2.4 UPPER BOUND(FOR ANY FILTER
e..I *3>2.4 ~ OF QUASI-LINEAR CHARACTERISTIC)
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Fig. 4.11 Plot of the some Information as Fig. 4.9, but Mantainining
Sn = M2o . Noo denotes No referred to M = 1.
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exposure pattern ) and use of a large-index viewer. However,
Fig. 4. 11 shows that performance can be improved still further by
reducing gain sufficiently to provide M < 1. 5 with the increased peak-
to-peak exposure. On the other hand, if the operation of the original
system had more than sufficient PB, then the excess dynamic range
can profitably be traded for increased recording sensitivity by simul-
taneously increasing gain and reducing peak-to-peak exposure.
Figure 4. 11 indicates that variations in gain for M <1. 5 do not affect
PB' However, within this range the upper values of M are preferable
with respect to both PD and efficiency r7.
The simplicity of these optimum recording conditions is striking.
The first-order filter is one of the simplest viewers to understand and
is also one of the simplest spatial filters to implement. Dealing with
low-index recording is also advantageous since, over-the low-index
range, a linear description of the recording process is likely to be
most accurate.
*If the increase in peak-to-peak exposure produces an increase in the
average as well, then to maintain constant gain, a modification in the
initial charginrg level would be required.
V. SCHLIEREN SYSTEMS
The restriction to a monochromatic point source will now be
dropped, and optical viewers with more general sources--specifically
"schlieren systems" as defined in Chapter III--will be considered.
The light source is incoherent and may extend over an appreciable
area in the source plane and/or extend over an appreciable spectral
band. The basic input-output relations for schlieren systems have
been developed in Section III. A. 4.
Use of this type of viewer can have several advantages, primary
among which is the relative ease with which such a light source can be
realized. Certain incoherence benefits may also be expected. The
problem of fringes produced by interfering multiple reflections (i. e.,
from lens surfaces) will be reduced, and the amount of speckle in the
output view may also be somewhat reduced.
'A. VIEWERS USING QUASI-MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT SOURCES
Schlieren systems employing quasi-monochromatic light are
considered first. The light spectrum is sufficiently narrow that es-
sentially the same spatial filtering is produced by all spectral com-
ponents of light at any one source point. This class of viewers con-
tains a greater variety than the class of spatial filters; it includes
spatial filters as a special case. The viewer input-output relationship,
in terms of source distribution a (Q2), has been shown in Chapter III
*While light emerging from the output screen is diffuse, it is still
coherent (to the extent that the incident light is coherent). There-
fore, the eye aperture effects a spatial filtering (dependent on eye
position) which results in speckle. A photographic film, for ex-
ample, exposed in the output plane in place of the diffusing screen
would exhibit no speckle. However, a film would display speckle
if it were exposed in a conventional camera arrangement at the
image plane of the diffusing screen. General Electric has demon-





I(X) = I t(X)*[h(X)e'j X]1 I2 (Q)dQ (3. 5)
1. Low-Index Recordings
For input films in which M << 1, the low-index approximation
t'(X) = es (x ) + n(X) I 1 + js(X) + j4n(X)
together with the geometrical-optics formulation of wedging
2 2
|t(X)*[h(X)e-jQ X] = I t'(X)*[ h(X)e X - j' ] 
allows a significant simplification of the input-output relationship,
for, subject to low-index approximations, each source point /s pro-
duces a spatial filtering by H(fQ + / s + 2') of the phase image
%s(X) + %n(X).
There is great latitude in the choices of the source distribution
and the transform-plane mask. However, for dark-field capability,
the transform-plane mask should be opaque over the image of the
source, and, in the interest of noise reduction, several additional
constraints should be observed. No point of the source which pro-
duces zero signal response should be employed (for, although light
from such a point produces no useful output, it will produce some un-
wanted noise output), and likewise, the pass band (where H is non-
zero) should not contain any regions through which no signal passes
(for, if H is made zero over such a region, there will be no effect on
the useful signal output, while unwanted noise output will be reduced).
It would also be advisable, in the interest of output-signal fidelity, to
avoid source and-pass-band regions which give rise to incomplete
signal passage.
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As examples of these constraints, four standard schlieren
systems are considered: (1) a knife-edge schlieren system, (2) a
central dark-ground schlieren system, (3) a dark-field microscope,
and (4) a bar schlieren system. Figure 5. 1 illustrates, in before-
and-after fashion, the results of applying these constraints to the
four viewers. The figure is an example in which P & 3, and the spec-
trum of +(X) is as shown in part (e) at the same scale. The design
constraints have been applied as follows: (a) the existing source is
made zero at all points which do not produce complete passage of one
or both sidebands of +(X) (for all Ž'); (b) the existing transform-
plane aperture is reduced so that H = 0 except over the regions
through which the remaining source points transmit the signal. It is
evident from inspection of the figure that the first three of these
schlieren systems in their standard forms are rather ill-suited for
viewing low-index thermoplastic recordings (of the modulated sinus-
oidal-carrier type). By way of contrast, a bar schlieren system,
with properly chosen widths and spacings, can satisfy all of the above
constraints (with only minor alteration), and thus is a more reason-
able thermoplastic viewer. Whereas the first-order filter is cer-
tainly the minimum-source-area low-index viewer, it appears that
the bar schlieren system exemplifies the opposite extreme, having
maximum source area allowable under the constraints stated.
The low-index signal response of schlieren systems meeting
the stated conditions is very similar to that of a first-order filter,
2
I(X) = fI mm(X)e °xl l (Q2)dQ + f jcs(X)I 2 (2Q)dQ
where Trl (Q) is that portion of the source producing a single-sideband
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I(X) = ITX[ m (X)] + I2(X)
where
ITX(G ) = f 'r 1()df + ' z(Q)d ]
Iz(X) = m(X)coS 2[Woxl + 0(X)] f 2 (Q)d
The dust and noise responses, however, are greater than those of the
first-order filter. This is because of the increased pass band of the
spatial filtering associated with each source point; each elementary
contribution to the output thus has a poorer contrast between signal
and noise than the first-order filter.
A dust particle located at X = X 0 produces a localized output,
in a region about X 0 only as extensive as is the impulse response
h(X - X 0 ). As a measure of the output due to a dust particle of am-
plitude I A , the total output power PD produced by this particle
upon a dark field is
jD(X - 1 X i jQ. -2 x -
PD =I 1 Ae h(X - Xi)e 1 (Q)d SdX
X Si
=w4)z f [IH(i ) 2dQ'
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where the source power has been normalized:
y(Q))d = 1
Since the signal transfer characteristic is linear, the dynamic range
above dust, PD, as defined in Section IV. D can be applied. From a
comparison with the first-order double-sideband filter with respect
to both signal response I(X) and dust response PD, it follows that
the dynamic range, PD, of the schlieren viewer is less than that of
the first-order filter, PD(FOF) according to the relationship
I [HFOF(Q)I dQ
where HFOF is the mask transmittance of the first-order double-
sideband filter. Since -(Q) = cr1 () + a2(2), the bracketed factor,
1
above, lies between . and 1. However, the difference between the
masks H and H has a more dramatic effect for schlieren viewersFOF
such as those of Fig. 5. 1. When H is binary valued, as in Fig. 5. 1,
the above ratio of integrals is simply the ratio of the mask-aperture
areas of the two viewers compared.
The increment of output intensity AI(X) produced by additive
background noise is, of course, signal dependent. Its probabilistic
average can be shown, however, to be independent of the signal, and
thus equal to the dark-field average noise output
Ai. Sn() l H( + f I ' ) 2d (Q )d(2 nS S
(Zr)2
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The measure IB of background noise response (and wedging response,
if any) has 'the general evaluation
1 max f S'2" '2 +B (2,,H IQ'j < J n 2dQr(P )dQ
in all cases in which the wedging-only output is zero. The dynamic
range above background, PB, as defined in Section IV. D is applicable,
and can readily be calculated from the above signal and noise
responses.
2. Larger-Index Recordings
When M is larger (too large to justify low-index analysis),
low-index analysis may still be useful in understanding the small sig-
nal and noise response. The constraints listed above on selection of
the source and mask no longer apply, for regions which do not con-
tribute to the low-index response may contribute to larger-signal re-
sponses. As an extreme example, a viewer with a "squelch" charac-
teristic might conceivably have negligible response to low-index
signals.
Geometrical-optics analysis of large signal response may be
useful, particularly in conjunction with low-index analysis of small
signals. A concise formula for the geometrical-optics output can be
developed as follows. The source element a(Q)dQ produces an output
contribution at point X of
dI(X) = JH[grad ,(X) + n] 2 (n)dn
Thus, the total output intensity there is
I(X) = H[ grad +(X) + f2] 2 l ()dQ (5. 2)
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This point-by-point transformation is particularly simple in the com-
mon case of binary valued H and 0-; in this case the output is propor-
tional to the area of the intersection of the source image with the
mask aperture shifted by grad +(X).
The simplicity of this relationship suggests, as an example, the
schlieren viewer shown in Fig. 5. 2. For this example, the
geometrical-optics signal output is
I (X) = K a I) Kwm l(X)l co[w 1 + (X)] I
2 4I(X) = Kwom l (X) { + 3 cos 2[Cwox + (X)J -
4 cos 4[wox1 + 01(X)] + . }15- s [ 1 X ... }
(in the notation of Section IV. B. 3). Like the optical discriminator,
this viewer produces an output dependent on ml(X), the carrier am-
plitude after partial differentiation (see Eq. 4. 5). Also it produces
a double-frequency fine structure. The linear dependence of I on m1
suggests that this geometrical-optics result is inaccurate for small
values of m; it would imply that the signal transfer characteristic
follows a 2 - power law initially, which is impossible (as has been
seen for spatial filters and will shortly be seen for more general
viewers). Indeed, this tentative conclusion can be borne out by low-
index analysis, which shows that the low-index transfer characteristic
is
I- I (K(o)m =2 (Ko o)w
This viewer could be called a "bar schlieren system", and can have
multiple source bars with qualitatively the same mode of operation.
It should be noted however, that the operating principle is very dif-
ferent from that of the low-index bar schlieren system mentioned in
the previous section. General Electric has reported the use of a
viewer of this type; a geometrical-optics analysis is given. 12
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Geom.-Optics and Low-Index Analysis. The Five Points
Plotted are Calculated from Exact Unmodualted-Carrler Analysis.
Fig. 5.2 A Schlieren Viewer Suggested by the Geometrical-Optics
Analysis, Eq. 5.2.
These two results (from low-index analysis and geometrical-optics
analysis) plotted together in Fig. 5. 2, suggest the overall trend of
the characteristic.
Unmodulated-carrier analysis can be applied without much dif-
ficulty to any schlieren viewer in this class (quasi-monochromatic




A i = I H(Q + i)l 2 ()d
Interestingly, the class of admissable transfer characteristics of
spatial filters (Eq. 4. 1) has as much variety as that of the more gen-
eral viewers. As an example of unmodulated-carrier analysis, this
formula has been employed for calculation of the signal transfer
characteristic of the schlieren viewer discussed in the preceding
paragraph. Five points on the characteristic have been computed and
are plotted on the graph of Fig. 5. 2. They confirm the results sug-
gested by geometrical optics and low-index analysis.
B. VIEWERS USING INCOHERENT, BROADBAND LIGHT SOURCES
Many of the above methods of studying viewers can be applied to
the viewers of this more general class, although the relationships in
the more general class tend to be more complicated. The basic input-
output relationship for a viewer of this general type has been developed
in Chapter III (Eq. 3. 6). The present discussion is limited to comments
on the applicability of low-index analysis, geometrical optics, and
unmodulated-carrier analysis to this general type of viewer, and to
consideration of a partially-coherent generalization of the first-order
filter.
1. Low-Index Analysis
The simplification resulting from the low-index approximation
tkX) = 1 + j +(X)
(in the notation of Section III. A) is not great for viewers of the gen-
eral type, because of the complicated dependence of the spatial fil-
tering on light wavelength. A special case of some importance is
that in which the mask is either clear or opaque at each point and
chosen to pass the signal j (-C )(X), or one of its sidebands, for all
X, Low-index bar schlieren systems and partially-coherent general-
izations of the first-order filter are examples in this category; the
latter is discussed in more detail below.
Z. Geometrical-Optics Analysis
At a wavelength X, a ray incident on the input film at point X
is bent by the amount
Q = grad 'I(X) = ( i )grad +(X)
given as a spatial frequency, where (Zn) T(X). Thus the ray
originating at source point c = 0 (in terms of source-plane coordi-
nates SIc' as defined in Section III. A) and passing through the film at
point X strikes the transform plane at the point
Sc = ) grad *(X)
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which is independent of X. There, it is attenuated by the amount
H (grad +(X))| 2
which is also independent of X. Thus, the contribution dI(X) to the
output, arising from the source element cr(Q , X)dc dX, is
c c
dI(X) = IH (c + grad 2(X))| 2 ( dc, )d cdX
and the total output is
I(X) - (Qc + grad +(X)) 2 '(fc)dQ
c
where
'(c) = / (%,Q )dX
It is interesting to observe that this relationship is, except for nota-
tion, identical with its quasi-monochromatic counterpart (5. 2). Thus,
any viewer suggested by that earlier relationship (such as the large-
index bar schlieren viewer of Fig. 5. 2 would also be a reasonable
viewer for use with broadband light.
3. Unmodulated-Carrier Analysis
For an unmodulated carrier recording,
+(X) = m cos WoX1
It has been assumed that the thermoplastic index of refraction n is
independent of wavelength \. To the extent that there is some dis-
persion (variation of n with X), the colors will separate somewhat.
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the input transmittance, at wavelength X, is
j~ I/cos oXl
t (X) = e
The average (over the carrier cycle) output intensity is
I= / / t(X)*[h (X)e ' ]Z(c, (Q )dQ2cdk
f f 
c
from Eq. 3. 6. The integrand can be simplified by applying the
Fourier series of t (X) (see Section III. B. 2) and convolving term-
by-term.
o0 z
i m H(i +Z xco ,c' i '" o 0 
i= -oo
_E J Z (cm) IH(i X + Q
i= -oo
Thus the signal transfer characteristic ITX (,u) is determined by
C
source distribution c and transform-plane mask H as follows.
I (me) = E~ (Jz( i)) I XH(i- + QC)j o2(Qc X\)dQcdX
c ci=-o0 k S c
Unlike the above geometrical-optics formula, this expression is sig-
nificantly complicated by the presence of multiple light frequencies.
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4. Partially-Coherent Generalization of a First-Order Filter
Any spatial filter might be generalized to utilize partially co-
herent rather than coherent light. It seems reasonable that the size
and spectrum of the light source of any of these viewers could be ex-
tended somewhat with essentially the same viewer performance.
Issues to be investigated in determining how much increase in size
and/or spectrum would be worthwhile in a given situation are:
(1) how much degradation of performance results from these changes,
and (2) what is an optimum balance between source size and source
spectral width for a given amount of source power. It appears that
each viewer will require special attention in investigating these ef-
fects. As an example, the following partially coherent generalization
of the first-order filter is presented.
It will be assumed that the light source has a circular shape and
a uniform spectrum,
for f2 within the circle of radius
jc aout the origin, and for
kmin max
c 0 otherwis e
(in the notation of Section III. A). The central wavelength \ c is taken
as
kc = ( )max + kmin)
The transform-plane mask is opaque with two circular holes, posi-
tioned so that the low-index signal is wholely passed for all elements
c(QŽc, k) of the source. A low-index signal is assumed.
t (X) = 1 + j ) (X)x 
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and the noise spectral density Sn(Q) is taken to be uniform at the
value N o over the vicinity of the signal spectrum. Expressions will
be derived for the noise response referred to the signal level, and
the "dark-field condition". Also, under a simplifying approximation,
an optimal balance of source size and source spectrum will be found.
The outer limit of the pass-band is
c °( ) ) Cs W
and the inner extreme is
I = %0( 1 -(x -m ' Wc csw
Therefore the hole diameter is
O max mi n max min
D = , C , + Crw + 2Wcs + w kc
~l\ Xc /
or
D =2( + (ow + Ztics + ( )
where AX X - X and the dark-field condition is seen to be
max min
WS + ZW < ox
Evidently, the source size and spectrum have made the dark-field
condition more restrictive than for a first-order filter; when cs = 
and Xmin = kc this inequality simplifies to the earlier relation, 4. 7.
Equation 5. 2 indicates that the hole diameter has been increased by
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two additive terms, one dependent only on source size and one depen-
dent only on source spectrum. The elementary contribution to the
output dI arising from source element Tr(Sc, X)d 2ScdX is
dI(X) = X ( c +Xn()ed d 
The noise component in(X) is filtered by Hx(Q), whose pass-bands
have the diameter:
D DD
The noise-only output, specifically the probabilistic average intensity
due to noise
T (X) = (k)f(0) FIX,[ Q+ RC (nc + J (X))] I do (r(c, X)dcM dX
max X2 2 2
1 2m1 N cr w I D k dX8 oo cs )x
mln
is to be compared with the signal output
2maX 2c~
2 I(X) = f I(-) s2(X)Sc i)dQ2 cdX= dSd (X)[TonWcs / X( ) ]
c min
whose level is also dependent on the source size and spectrum. A
noise figure F is defined to take this dependence into account; F is
the noise output divided by the signal output multiplier.
-131-
f kmax 22 2
N % i ( )
kmin
The dependence of the output noise level, referred to the signal level
is given by this expression.
A simplifying approximation will allow further insight into this
dependence. The numerator integral can be rewritten
fXmax fZTmax )2
D - D )dX
min min
The second of these integrals is small and will be neglected; its inte-
grand is a smoothly varying function which passes through zero at the
center of its rather short domain. Under this approximation the
noise figure F becomes
o 2m oN 0 zF = D = '[Z( + 2Zw +2tcs + Woo(
Evidently F has a monotonic dependence on
f = 2cs + w o x
Wavelengths of visible light are limited to a range of about 0. 4
micron to 0. 7 micron. As dA becomes small, this approximation
becomes more a more nd more accurate.
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For a given total source power per unit output area
P - f(c'dcdd = fcsAo=
c
an optimal relationship between source size and spectrum can be
found to minimize the output noise. Minimizing F is equivalent to
minimizing the monotonically related figure f, which can be written,
in terms of only WC and P, as follows
f = 2c+ o (ico) Wcs
The minimum f for given P is found, by differentiation, to occur
when
-=cs = A\ (5. 4)
o 
This optimal balance of source size and spectrum is independent of
P and or
When this balance is satisfied, the source power depends on the
cube of the source radius cs, and the noise figure
F 0 +2ww + 3ocs
increases with source radius as shown in Fig. 5. 3. The value of F
has doubled when
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Fig. 5.3 Noise Output of the First-Order Filter Generalized
to Employ Partially Coherent Light. The Optimum
Balance, Equation 5.4 Between Source Size and
Spectrum is Assumed to be Satisfied.
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